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and Murfreesboro', Tenu. Another roate nine
via Petersburg, Va., and Raleigh, N. C., and

with the same line nt Greensboro.'
If the line from Goldsboro' to Wilmington
should
have been repaired a nearly direct
X· published at No. 82} EXCHANGE STREET,
route
is opened from Kiclimond Va., to
In FOX BLOCK, by
Charleston, S. C., thence to Chattanooga and
rOflTKR, OILMAN and HALL,
Murfreesboro.' Again, by aid of the SavanUnder the firm name of
nah branch, another route Is opened from the
N. A· FOSTER & CO.
rebel capital via Weldon, Goldsboro', Wilmington. Charleston and Savannah, thence by
Τermβ :
; the Central Georgia Railroad to Chattanooga
and Murfreesboro'. Thus it plainly appears
Τη* Portland Daily Press !β published every
that the operations, splendid as they are, have
morning, (Sundays excepted), at 96.00 per year in adnot entirely cut ofl' the supplies from the rebvance, to which will be added twenty-five cents for
els, but will only delay thein by forcing them
each three months' delay, and if not paid at the end
to go over a longer route of travel.
However,
of the year the paper will be discontinued.
it ha« done Its work for the present, and done
Single copiée three cents.
it well.
The Maine State Press is published every Thursday morning, at *2 00 per annum iu advance; S2.25
From the Richmond Examiner. Jan. 2.
if paid within six months; and $2.60, if payment be
DKSTRrCTIOS OF IMPORTANT BRIDGES OX
delayed beyond the year.
ROAD

:

Transient Advertisement**, *1.00 per square,

far three insertions or less ; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, SI .25 per square; 76 cents per
week after. One square every other day one week,
•1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under bead of Ayvsrments,
**.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, SI.50 per square for first week,
(1.00 per week after.
Business Noyces, in reading columns, 12 cents
per Une for ene insertion. No charge less than fifty
•eats.

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) fbr 38 cents per square in addition to the
above rates fbr each insertion.
Traneient advertisements must be paid for In advance.

&Γ* All communications intended Jbr the paper
should be directed to the "Editorg qftht Prêtβ," and
those of a business character to the Publithera.
IJT'The

Portland Dailv and Maine State
Office, in Fox Block, No. 82* Exchange

Press
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evefilag, from Τ o'clock In the morning to 9 in the
evening.
XW Job Printing of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the oft

ee or

paper promptly transacted

on

application

as

sbove

ARMY
Gen. Carter'*

NEWS.
Expedition.
EAST

TEX-

KKS8KK RAII.ROAD.

The recent raid upon the

Tennessee Railroad

Virginia and East
'important affair,
reinforcement of Brae? by
wai

an

and prevented the
the rebel* during the

recent terrible battle
Murfreeshorti'. Nearly all the brigades
between Knoxville and the Virginia State
line—a distance of 130 miles—have Ιμηίι deneai

BY

I'SIOM

CAVALRY

—

A

DARING

body of Yankee. Cavalry numbering, it

reported

is
Mon-

4,000 men, made a raid on
day upon the East Tennessee and Virginia
railroad, and destroyed two important bridges
—oue acro-g the ilolston and the other across
the Watauga river. The bqjdgt* Across the
Holstou at Blountvllle, was guards by 200 of
some

savs :

The enemy advanced within six miles of Bristol. tin· Malni of the Virginia and Tennessee railroad, but retired without coming to the
place. They afterwards advanced toward
Joncsboro, and burned the bridge across the
Watauga. At this place a small scouting party of citizens, hastily collected together, came
up with them, and a brtsk skirmish occurred,
in which one of the enemy was killed and two
captured, who were brought into. Bristol on

Tuesday. They belong

to

a

Pennsylvania

reat

giment, and we learn, reported their force
5000.
The enemy first entered Virginia between
C'umlierland Gap and Pound Gap. and, passing through Estiville in Scott county, to
Blountville. fulfilled their mission of bridge
burning, and made a demonstration as if it
was their intention to visit Bristol.
This, as

before stated, they failed to do, feariug, doubtless, to venture so far. They continued in the
direction of Jonesboro. but It is stated by our
scouts, who came into Bristol Tuesday night,
that they were retreating over nearly tljp

tliev had advanced.
Tile distance from the point at which they
entered the State line to Jonesltoro. is between
ninety and one hundred miles. and the raid is
certainly a most during one. andargues an audacity in the enemy which they were not supposed to possei·.' They are reported to have
been piloted by a militia colonel of Washington county. Tennesse, by the name of Ward,
who left his home on Friday, and met them at
the mountains.
The damage done to the railroad is serious,
as, besides burning the bridges named, the
track M torn up ill many places, and the sills and
iron burned. The distance between the Watuga and Holston rivers is nine milps, and the
burning of the bridges across these streams
involves a loss of that distance in our railroad communications. It teill take nereral
week» to repair \the damage*, ami they come
at a time when the roail is taxed to it* utmost

WOULD

of business is at

ville. It was planned that this colu mil should
arrive at this point about midnight, at which
4r0 Union
hour a train of cars was generally in the sta(2 doors from Middle Street,) where orders are soliction. Rogersville is a place of but small imited for all kinds of
and contained but Tew inhabitants,
IIIIU
VI UUIIU
v wiirr,
who were easily secured and prevented from
riving anv alarm.
SPICES, CREAM TARTAR, SALERATUS,
The branch of the railroad was also of mere I
SWEET HERBS, tf(\,
local use, and connected with the main line nt !
put up in every variety of packages desired by the
Bull'· Gap, or Rogersville Junction. The
and
a- heretofore,
warranted*
(irateful for
trade,
troops found the traiu at the station as had
past favor*, he will endeavor to merit the continued
confidence
of
the
been supposed, and soon got it under way.
public.
•J. ΟΚΛΝΤ, 49 Union Street,
Having switched off at Hull's Gap, they turndecl8d&wlm
Portland, Me.
ed along the main line in a westerly direction
until they arrived at Strawberry Plains, within a few miles of Knoxville. All this was
doue in a few hours, and then the work of deSteam and Gas
&c.
struction was performed as they wended their
way back to the junction. Between New Marsubscriber would inform hie friends and the
ket and Morristown a long piece of trestle
public, that he may be found at
work, over half a mile in extent, was totally
37 UNION STREET,
destroyed, and near Rnsselville another bridge
(until his shop is rebuilt,) n>ady to answer any orders
met the same fate as its neighbors.
for steam. »ra* and water pipe*.
Thus they fell IxicW. destroying as they
Steam and tias F.ttings of all descriptions.
Will also atteud to tittiug the above for steam or
went, until they again reached the Rogersville
at
Bull's
where
**·
met
with
junction,
Gap,
tliey
Orders received for Pattern makinjr. and Steam
their friends who had been operating on the
and other machinery, Boilers, Water Tanks, fcc.
eastern part of the road. It will be seen that
Will devote his personal attentio
to arranging
the operations extended within a few miles of
and setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
terms
IRA WINN. Ageal.
the whole length of the line, and destroying
J.C
the travel of greatly over a hundred miles In
extent.

street,

portant,

MACHINERY,
Fittings,

THE

A

large force

of troops had been sent by
this route to reinforce Gen. Bragg, and this
operation completely-cut off their chance of
reaching Murflreesboro' by the Tennessee line.
The Lynchburg Republican states that at the
present time "the road Is taxed to its utmost
capacity." The break, so extensive In its
character, must have been disastrous to their
arms, especially so when it is taken into consideration that these
troops from the rebel
capital were wanted to alii in the resistance
offered to Gen. Rosencran's march.

Window

Shades,

CLOTH & WIRE SCREENS,
Signs, Banner». Ornamental and
Fancy Painting.
EXECUTED

TO

OBDER.

STORE SHADES, of al! dimensions, made, lettered and put up at short notice,

AT S TONE HAM'Sj

No wonder, then, that the rebels at MurNo. 1β4 1·% Middle Ht.
Portland, Me.
freesboro' retreated from that point. .Their
decl2 eod3m
reinforcements had lieen delayed and cut off,
and there was not the slightest chance that
Rail Road Bond*.
they could reach Murfreesboro' by anv other
of the second mortgage Bo.ids of the
route in time to save the day. The plan is !
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co.. with all
certainly a good one, and has been well car- tlie interest coupons thereon du·» on the 15th of Ocried out. AH honor to him who conceived it.
tober, 18)3, are hereby requested to deposit the same
in my hands, for which
Were this the only railway line from the
receipts will be given and
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in the
rebel capital to Tennessee the effect would inPortland & Kennkukc Railroad.(a n*ic organdeed be most disastrous to the rebel cause ; for
ization.) an soon an the books and certificates can be
the communication could easily be
in accordance with a voto of «aid Compakept brok- prepared,
J. 8. GUSHING,
en at one or another part of the route. To se- ! ny, Nov 8, 1862
Treasurer Portland & Kennebec Railroad.
curely guard the whole line from raids would
L>««c.
1862.
decl8 dtf
10,
Aegttftl,
require more men than the rebels could well
at
this
or
other
and
spare
time,
therefore
any
WOODMAN, TRUE A CO^
the road would never be secure from destaictlon. The rebels have,
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in
oilier
lines
however,

HOLDERS

of communication.
The line between Danville, Va.,and Greensboro' N. C-, has been completed, and this gives
a nearly direct route from Richmond.
Va., to

Columbus, S. C. This road by branch lines
connects with the direct route from Charleston, S. C., via Atlanta, Ga., to Chattanooga

Middle Street

R0LLINS & BOND

Foreign

and Domestic

Dry Goods,

iMmcrctns an® jobbers or clotbins,
Nos. 54 niul 50 Middle Street, Portland.
Geo. W. Woodman,
Alfred Woodman,
8eth B. Hersey,
Charles Bailey.
augSOd&wtf

New York Life

has

Which

they

GOODS,

offer at

purchasing

etae where, and

It is

see

95 MIDDLE SI REE 1.
oc29 dtf

Novelties!

FIRE

FEW BEOBUITS WANTED !

Their Establishment is furnished with all th·
approved modern
machinery, and their assortment of

Book and

SPARROW,

!

GREAT EXCITEMENT

BIRLMGH'S,

Fancy Types,

Is adequate to do any work demanded in this State
*

INSURANCE.

WARREN SPARROW,

of the

Every Variety

Style and Co«t.

rOKTLAND, ME.,
following FittT Class Insurance Co'g

;

|

June 23.

JOHN

AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
GRANITE STORES

(Opposite head

Furnishing Goods,

MERCHANTS'

Eating
Nos. 17 Λ ID

JOHN ROBIlfftON.
Portland, Dec. 15,1262.
dec 10 tf
1. D. MERRILL êt CO.,

PLUMBERS,
No. 27
Union Street, Portland, Me.

Water Cloeeti, Urinais, Force and Suction
Pumps,
Qath Boilers, Wash Hovels, Silver Plated f" Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
0Γ· All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water
•et up in the best maniu r.
All orders in city or country personally attended to

F.

VHOLUALI DKALKRft IK

FLUID, XEROSEHE OIL, 4c„
8β Commercial

Jol»dfcwly

( formerly

Coal, Wood aa*

HENRY L. Ρ At NR.
WlLl.IAM C. HOW,

Γ>.

ΡΕ

THE NEATEST MANNER.

W-L'USH-

Exchange Street, Portland.

ΗΓ* Hair Mattresses renovated. Furniture repaired and varnished. Chairs re-canrd in an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,
•old or «txehanged.
jul3ud6u>
Billet· Λ Circulars In Every Variety of
Type

of premium

Λ lilt ■ un

Hat

—

NEW

ComminioB

AXD DEALERS IV

—

»A\k-CHKiS, NOTES, AM BILLS OF LAMM.

Of every description,

TAGS FIERCE!) WITH HOLES k GLUTENED
WHEX DESIRED.

—

«S? Ship and Cabin Stores,

EOK SALE AT BURLEIGH'S.

Corner Commercial St· and

Portland,

Long Wh'f,

Me.

JOH3I TI1TOS,

RZTÛRXED FROM

JUST

With

AND

large and

a

Cloths, C&uimerei and
Also

full assortment

a

Military
And la

prepared

Is

Deed·, Law Brief·, Eqnity Cue*,

Clothing-

other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

And

(telling, regardless of Coet,

Dispatch.

AT BURLEIGH'S.

UNIFORMS,

For officers, made to order, from the beet material,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

Bronze, Colored, and all
Printing,

New England Life Insurance
COMPANY,
DECEMBER I, 1843.

ESTABLISHED

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

CASH CAriTAL,»2,372.945 14, INVESTED.

AVORK,

Oar
divides

Of every description, made to order and warranted

The

largest

and

do.)in

if a net earnings to the !ifo
as mido coinpauies

AND

be

SHOP

ALL

1HŒ

24

YOU
W A HT ΤΗ Χ

Best

Ambrotype

DO

Ν. B.—-Large Ambrotype· only Fifteen Venta.
TRASK * LEWIS,

27 Market* Square, h'd Preble St.
July 14th. 1M2.
411

BURLEIGH'S,
AH of which will be sold

so as

isfaction to the purchaser.

to warrant

entire sat-

»

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

aud is
IMPORTER

Are unlimited in

quantity, qnality

low, at wholesale

or

or

price, and

will

retail, for cash.

Buyers will do well to look at our stock before pur·
chasing elsewhere, as it was bought before the great
rise on goods.

1G3 ]VIiddle Street,
July 22. 1802.

PLea.1

ϊ

Ur Stair*.

INTERNAL REVENUE.
First Collection District, Maine.
of the provisions of the Act of Con"An Aet to provide Internal Revenue to support the Government and pay the interest
on the puolic debt," approved July 1st, 1962, I hereby rive notice that I have received from the Assessor
of the First Collection District iu the State of Maine,
the annual Liste ot Taxes and Duties assessed in the
month of September, and the monthly List lor the
months ot October and November, 1862; that the
said Taxes and Duties have become due and payable,
and that 1 will be in attendance at my office, over
Store No. 92 Commercial Street, Portland, from the
tiret to the fifteenth day of January, 1863, for the
purpose of receiving said taxes, and granting Licenses to all persons within that portion of the First
District included iu the County of Cumberland.
And I further five notice, and call attention to the
following provisions of the Act :
"All persons who shall neglect to pay the duties
aud ta^ree, so a* aforesaid assessed upou them, to the
Collector or his Deputies, within the times above
specified, shall be liable to pay ten per centum additional upon the amount thereof
And I would also call attention to the
following
provisions of the said Act, respecting Licenses
"If any person or persons shall exercise or carry
on any trade or business hereinafter mentioned, for
the exercising or carrying on which trade or business
a license is required by this act, without taking out
such license as in that behalf required, he, she, or
they shall, for every such offence, respectively, forfeit
a penalty equal to three times the amount of the
duty
or gutn of money imposedfor such license.
NATH'L J MILLER.
»
Collector of 1st Collection District
in the State of Maine.

pursuance
INgress
entitled

Card &

Capital Stock
Amount at risk

eodly

Loans,amply secured by pledge of stocks,
132 shares Appletou Dink, Lowell,Mass.,
"
10
Preecott
"
15
Low «11
"
"
50
l'emberton
Lawrence,
"
"
M

Bay State.

"

Invalid

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

··

"
"

10
35
00
00
00
00
1.600 00
6.125 β0
6.000 00
6.00O 00
6,000 00
2.000 00
8.000 00
8.200 00
13.465 00
5,225 00

Safety

'»

Liabilities.

reported

Losses
upon which the liability
of the Co. is not determined
Amount of all other claims against the

Post Office address

JOHN W.

COAL

jan2

&

CHEAP

8152,924 18

:

Hon. Joseph B. Hall,
5*ec*r of State,

Hon. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer.

j

Pare and Free BaraiBR.

COAL
CUMBERLAND
FOR SMITHS' USE.
Coals

are

strictly of the beet quality, and

THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

Also, for sale, best quality of Nora Scotia and other

JAMES P. SLEbPEK,

m

Fl' KNISHING

UNDERTAKER,

No· 111 Eiehange Street, Portland,
Residence rear of 411 Congre» Street, keeps con·
stantly on hand all the various kinds ot

COFFINS

AND

Now in

CASKETS,

one

else.

Aug.

6. 1862

-JAMES Γ. SLEEl'LK.

ARMY

P*rllaad« Me·
ji23tt

BY

A. D. REEVES.
98

Taller,

...

EXCHANGE

8TREF.T.
dly

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

Sugar Refinery,
YORK 8TREKT, PORTLAND, ME.
jeaSdtf

New

HAVE
(l

ox

H)ru.g· Store!

ituvi

α

rmm,

store. Χ·. Τ δ Middle Street*
Block,» and respectfully invite publie at-

taken

tention to their

large and

well «elected stock of

S

AID

Carpet-Bags,

DIIRAN'8

.HANVFACTOBT,

No. m MIDDLE STREET.
V

a

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine ΗΆ'/.
SAWYER & WHITNEY.
jui8itr

NI ilk Route for Sale.
inquiry at this office, or No. 92 Exchange St.,

hear of a chance to buy a "MILK
ROUTE," in which there is not a customer who bait
failed to pay his month/ft bit!*
A favorable chance
is thu* offered to any one who may wish to enrage in
the business, or to eularge hi· present "route.
novl2 eodtf

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS.
W.

LOT II HOP.

W.

(Formerly
Ko. 8»

E. Shaw k Co.)
MIDDLE bTKKET,

As
usual.keep· constantly supplied with freak
SHll and (kshionable BOOTS and SHOES, in evef ^Wry variety and style for aeutlemeu's and la^■"fie· wear, and invite all his old cuatoaMrt
and the public generally to jrive th»*m a call whenever they desire to replenish their
"understanding·."
W. W. L. is a^ent for the Leavitt and Wileoz
k liibb* SKWlXt «-MACHINES augfr—Srod

TWITCHELL Λ CR4.HPLW,

Commission

Merchant·.

AND UBALKSa I*—

FLOTTE AKD PEOVIBIOire,
St., opp. Thomas Block,

85 Commercial

PORTLAND. ME.
John Q. Twitchell. Jul31d6m Ja's P. Champlin.

Τ ΓΓ Η

Ξ Η β Τ

Good», Ac.,

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by famishing the purest chemicals aud best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a cart ful attention
in the
department, to merit thecoutideuco
of the public.

COFFINS
—AMD—

CASKETS,

dispensary

J»'34tf

THOS. H. FOOR.

FOR SOLE1XG OR

MENDING

To be found iu this city, of every description, finished and trimmed

In the îsTeatest

Hoots anil Shoes.

Hilton's

*

or

IVORY.

Oil—for mending
ROSE.

CROCKERY,

It is iuvatuable for soleing or patching Boot· and
Shoos, and for cemeutiug Leather Beltiug it has do

equal.
Κy Only 25 Cents per Bottle, at
LORIXG'S DRUG

STORE,

Corner Exchange k Federal Street·.

novl7

J. L. WI3SLOW, Agent,
MANUFACTURER OF

λ» EVERT HSCRimQI OF 1ACBWE1Ï,
sale

or

OAS FITTING,

J.

I'ORTLAND. MF..

Work.

R. THOMPSOll,
I· prepared to receive order· for

Marble,

Free Stone,

Soap Stone,

Pieces, Monumental
Grindstone·.

Marble Chimnev

——

C. Η. Β. alto manufacture·

SHOW-CASES, DESK'S, AXD DRAWER-WORK
Of every description, including Tatlob'b Sblf-

Supportiiio Drawkk, the best «Ind ever made.
ε3Γ" All orders for Repairing Furniture, Varnish·
Chair Seating, I. lazing, le.,
lug,
joltltf
promptly attended to.

L. J· CROSS,

Watch-Maker,
lftlΛ Ν.

Β —All work being promptly
attended to, ia warranted to give

1

AMD

Coats,

Pant*,

J
.Vaine
oc31 tf

mldrewed to
W

Vests, Jacket·,

Ladie·' Biding Habits. 4e.,
Cut, made aud trimmed by

Tailor,

A. D. REEVES,
#8

EXCHANGE

8

THE ET.

Portlud, Aipiite, 1M3.

dly

TOWN

AND

Corporation Bonds,
courons,

—

No. 275 F Street,
Communications

«atis-

Je38tf

Town Notm nnd Order·,

Soldiers' Relief Association,
to be

and person-

thorough

ally
factiou.

with

ΛΑΙΛ ί:
—

Ρ·ηΙ··4. Μ·.

141 MIMtr Sirwl,

Work and

PORTLAND. MB.

jt23tf

οΐφ.

robes furnished to obbib.

Work· β Union St., wad 333 Λ 336 Pore St.,

IvT arble

STREET.

cbcaper than at any other plan· la
the

Retail.

Done ill the beet manner.

JnUdtf

BLAKE'S,

UNION

And will be sold

Cocks, Valves. Pipes and Connections, Whole-

STEAM AND

II.

No. 3V

Upholntering,

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
Steam

Style,

ARB AT

C.

Cement,

Insolvable in Water

The public are requeeted to call, a* we are deterifire good bargains to thoee who pay cash.

can

Trunks ! Trunks !
VALISES, POBTMAHTEATTS,

TAILOR ISO ESTABLISHMENT,

mined to

one

EVERY

NAVY

Ceraer sf Pearl aa4 Federal Sta·.

BY

CLOSETS,

Warm, Coid and Shower Hath*, Wash Botclt, Bra»»
and Silver Plated Cocks.
Description of Water Fixture for Dwell·
lag Hoe«w. Hotel·, Public Building, Ship·, he.,
arranged and Mît up in the beet manner, ana «11 order# in town or country IWthftillv
executed. All
kind· of Jobbing
promptly attendee to
Conetantly on baud. Lead Pipe· and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pump· of %I1 kind·.

R

AND

Hard and Soft Wood.

Use,

And will make ο order anything of this kind that
may be ordorea, «.t short notice, from the chattiest to
the'vKKY bkpt. By giving my strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
of the above, 1 can furnish them cheaper than
any

C«nmcrcinl Street,

WOOD,

FOR CASH,

SPKING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
ΗAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLE HAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,
THE GENUINE LOB BERT,

MUNGER, Agent,

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

IS

GLASS ASD EARTH ES WARE.

Me.

DELIVERED TO ANY ΡΑΚΓ OF THECITT.

810,000 00

No. 100 Fore Street,
Head of Long Wharf.

Aagaata.

RKrKREJUCM

Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
U. S. Senate,
Hon. James U. Blaine,
sep20dftwl4tf

or

and Fashionable Stock of the abort 4rALAticles mayde
be found at thin establishment,
.-rlption for traveling outfit.
Corn, Flour and Grain, prising
Ju
». 1*2.
dtJra
J. R. DURAIT.

FURSITU RE.

8ETH E. BEED1
(Office No. 9 State House.)

Co., (chiefly dividends uncalled for)
1,736 92
J XV DANIELS, President.
ETHRAIM BROWN, Secretary.

Office

DÏALUâ

PEARCE,

MAIKR

ALBERT WEBB Α ΙΌ,

CHA8. r.CROKKAN.

Procured for widows or children of Officer· and Soldiers who have died while in the service of the Uni'
ted States.
Prize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay co
lected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fees, for each Peusion obtained, Five Dollar·.
All Claims against the Government will rece
prompt atteutiou.

"
"
Howard Bank.
"
"
Fuud Bank,
"
Eliot Bank,
"
Lowell & Lawrence R. H. "
"
"
Stouy Brook
Manufacturing' Stocks,
5 Uuited States Bonds, 6 per cent.due 1881,
Deposited with U. S. As istant Treasurer
at Boston,
~15,000 00
Balance in hands of Agents,
642 68
"

Pennione,

Pensions

842,981
17,605
15.180
l.loO
1.650
6.250

B'likol Commerce,Bostou,"
"
··
North America,"

dtf

Fancy Printing5

Μηβκβ. Flost ft Fetk having leajed mr Mill and
pare based m y stock and trade. I cheerfully recummeud them to my customer».
Portland, .Nov. 1.1*3
W. C. BRADLEY.
uov3 tf

Drug·, Chemical·, Fancy

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled by sickness contracted while in the service
of the L'uited States, iu the line of duty.

«106.100 00
2,899,350 57

Investment*—at market value
Loan*, amply secured by mortgages of
real estate,

20
50
60
60
50
20
80
32

Gronnd Rock Salt, Ac.
ΛΜΛΚΙΛΗ FROST,
ADDlsu.N F RYE.
Portland, Nor. 1,1862.

*

THE

Wharf,

FHVK,

Corn, Meal, Oat·, Rye, Feed,

And Pensions·

undersized is prepared to obtain from the
United States Government, #100 Bounty
Money,
Back l*ay. Ac., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dyina
in the U. S. service.

OK BOSTON, MASS.,
1B02.

74 Middle St.,

Portland, Dec. 13th, 1862.

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.
SlOO Bounty .Honey, Back Pay,

MUNGER, Agent,

A

together

Portland, Aug. β. 18tf2.

all of which will be sold on the most reaaonabiettrw»#.
gy Call before purchasing elsewhere.
No. 120 Middle Street.
nov21

November

20 HOUSES, ·» price· from f 1000 to SiOOO.
loo house lots, »t price· from s200to caooo.
2.000.000 feet of FLATS.
1,000.000 feet of LANI>.
2 STOKE LOTS ou Commercial Street.

Book,

JOHN W.

No. lftG Fore Street, head of Long
doc 19
POKTLAKD, ME.

OF

CAPES, COLLARS, MUFFS, CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROBES, Ac.,Ac.,

Howard Fire IiiMiruiice C ompany

GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISE!

GOULD,

——CONeiSTISG

References in Portland may be made to the following parties: 3Iessrs. H. J. Libby & Co., Steele k
Hayes, Kzra Carter, Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout,
tieo. W. Woodman,Esq., Messrs. John Lynch k Co.,
Uezekiah Packard, Esq.

Estate,

I !V Υ Ε $ τ η Ε 1 Τ §

MOSES

insure

OF THE

d6m

nor27dtf

Creditors may

time.

"My object is to call attention to the fact that a
policy of Life Insurance is the cheapest and safest
j1 mode of making a provision for one's familyBeujamiu Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
ί to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their own
place of busiuess, and assist them in making applica-

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
Portland.

contingencies.

on

and

All the Latest Styles of
FUR
GOODS,

tions.

AND TRIMMING GOODS

be sold very

or on certain
their debtors

SSKR41T,

Manufacturer, has on hand,
constantly manufacturing from the beet

atock,

ourselves

style of

A.

PLUMBER,

HEAD OF MERRILL'S WHARF.
daw

NO. 130 MIDDLE STREET,

WILLARD PHILLIPS, President.
Bk>j. F. Stevens, Secretary-.
Policies are issued on the life, or for a term of rears,

Photograph,

or

not ftk.il to call at >"o. 27 Market
Square, where
they take PEKFECT I.IKKN^SES. and warrant satisfaction. at price* ν hich
det> competition.

com-

SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

GEORGE A. SI

alter.

dtf

every

Portland, June 26, 1862.

$15,000.
FREE POLICIES.
Premiums may be paid in ten years—no forfeiture

obtained at

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
AMD

Premiums may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
semi-annual payments; or when for whole life, they
may be paid half cash, and the balance in cash on
five years, with interest.
Amount taken in one
risk, is

Gentlemen'· Furnishing Good·,
can

paid by this Company

$335,000.

CLOTHING,

Ever ofTored in Maine,

aud

No. lOO Commercial Sti*et,
■war Commercial Wharf—where we shall
keep constantly on hand.
Floor,

Cloth·,

them np at abort
Call and See,

Mo 134 Rxcba.voe Stiiit, Pobtlawd, Ms.

have taken Store

veart.

best selected stock of

READY-MADE

Style* are nnnirpueed.

Company
ΤΙΠ8
(not in scrip
policy holder»,live
cash,

every
Amount of Cash Diridend
in 1868 to Life Members was

to fit.

other kind* of

Executed in tutr to mit the mo>t faitidiooa.

Boston.

CUSTOM

day aaeociatad

name

FROST

LIFE INSURANCE.
MILITARY

Copnrtuenhlp Notice.

tad

Veating· 1
of

JOSEPH BALI.

%· Particular *ttention paid to procuring FrHgkt»,
purchasing ( argots and Charter» for veeaelf.
August 2. 1*>2.
dfcwrtm"

have thin

Stock of

AT No. 9» EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland, Sept

and

WEunder the

—

to make

WILLIAlfl

Summer

If

BOSTON,

weJl selected

X F

JtO I L TOIT S BL OCK,

GOODS,

DOT 1

KEEVE8,

merchant·,

SHIP BROKERS, CHAXDLERS

dfcwtf

j

YORK

Ι1Λ·.·.,

m

Portland, Mb.

)

The Tailor,

PARKER,

MATTRESSES,

Roofing Slate,
Street,

375 Commercial
Opposite Smith's Wharf.

Α..

GÔT

WILLIAM C HOW ft CO..)
Dealer· Id

MERRILL.

IOSS, fc., fc.
148

Street, Thomas Block,

PORTLAND. ME.

HENRY L. PAINE ft

AND

S Ρ H1X G'Β Ε US,

LTVCB

TMOI.

JOHN We PERKINS * CO·,

au«4dly

WILLIAM

KK,

IRICS. »VK STIFFS, (LASS f AR1,

and fitted it up anew, I am now
ready to wait upon
my former customers and the public generally, at all
hours, with all the luxuries of the day.

β. D.

PKLKO BARK

J0»dtt

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

Exchange Street,

JOHN BOND.

COMMERCIAL STREET,
Widgery's Wharf,)

of

Portland, Me.
JOHN LTWCH,

EXCHANGE

House.

illy

LVKCB Λ CO,

"Wholesale Grocers,

will sell at

we

Tailor,

EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland Au*, β. 18rîï
98

Lounge*,

adopted by sound and renpbnsible companies.
Office in "Boyd's Building," opposite Post Office.

163 IVfiddle Street.

CLOTHIMO,

UPHOLSTERER

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

Relief Fire Insurance Company·
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 8.50,000.
Equitable Fire and Marine Ins· Co.,
Of Providence.
Perfect Security. whir h ought always to be the
consideration
in effecting insurance, is here ofUrst
rates

OF THE

FURNITURE,
Bedsteads,

β ρ ublic Fire Insurance
Company*
Of New York.
Cad? Capital and Surplus, 9312,000.

public, at the ^lowest

A. D. BEEVES,

AND

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

National Insurance Γοπιρ>·η>.
Of Boston.
Cash Capital anrt Surplus *600,000.

fered to the

READY-MADE

I. D. MERRILL.

Buainen Card* of

Agent

lleadquartere

DIILITAK"

B00-£ AND JOB PRINTING

Further information will be cheerfully furnished
application by mail or otherwise to

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

■oy», Boys, Boy·.
attention ,ι,,η to CCTTKG u4
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS
GAEMKNT8, by

Having leased the building,

General Aoent for the State of Maine.
Office If 0.74 middle «t.«opposite Postoftice.
Portland, Oct. 17,1862.
oclTd&w

UNION FOREVER!

FULL STOCK

Λ

Latest Styles of

which

The Proprietor· of the Portland Daily Prmi
respectfully invite attention to their facilities for executing, in beautiful style, every description of

on

WARREN

ALSO,

BUSINESS CARDS.

and CaMtnem.

prices to suit the times.
Portland, Nov. 19,18C2.
dtf

ISSUED A LARGER NUMBER OF LIFE
POLICIES DURING THE YEAR 1861, THAN
ANY OTHER COM FAN Y IN THE
UNITED STATES.

BABB'S,

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,

Gentlemen's

IT

dcc29 eodtf

AT

Floor,

Company

CLAPP'S BLOCK.

Latest iVom

Second

PORTLAND, MAINE.

premium

AT

Opposite the Custom House,

Fancy Doeskina

EXCHANGE STREET,

Invest-

purely mutual company, all its profits being
divided among its members annually.
In addition to all the various forms of Wholi
Life, Shout Term, Endowment and Annuity
policies which it issues, we iiivite special attention to
a new feature in Life Insurance introduced
by this
Company some two years si^ce, viz : the issuing of
a

and upon which the premiums cease at the end often
years, whereby under any and all circumstances the
money paid cannot be lost, but the original design ot
the assured be attained, either in whole or in part, in
exact proportion to the amount of
paid.
No better evidence in needed of the prosperity and
success of this
than Hie fact shown by the
recently published official reports, viz : that

American Silks
K.

Printing Office,

Fox Block,

Life Policies not snbject to Forfeiture,

Novelties!

Everybody will buy

0.

No. 82i

advantages

Economy—Care in iff Risks, and Safe
ments, characterize it s management.

Strict

Prices to suit the Times !
|yCall
jor y ou reel 1 !

Book and Job

since

It is one of the Oldest. Softst and most Successful
Life Companies in the Lnited States, and afford* to
wishing to participate in the benefits of Life
*u ranee,
not Greetled, and in some respects not equalled by any other in this country.

Grsons

BROWN,

At 02 Middle Street,

Have ou hand, and are
daily receiving the latS8T and most desirable style* of

Twelve Hundred Thousand Dollars

Olotliing·,

GARDINER &

I

POWER

upwards of

HAVE BEEN RECEIVING

FURNISHING

STEAM

over

TWO MILLIONS AND A QUARTER.

New and Deairable Styles ol

Cloths,

Infuraitce C'omp'y,

Established in 1845-^Net Capital

κ
BUSINESS CARDS.

TSE PORTLAHD DAILY PRESS

Life-insurance.

*

1863.

10,

PRINTING.

its organization to
Company
paid
THIS
Widows, Orphans and Creditors oi the Assured,

route

COFFEE

Itogers-

No. 95

cavalry, who were completely surprised
and made prisoners of without any resistanse.
Ail account of the raid, which We find ill yesterday's Lynchburg Republican,

Mutual

AT

our

the track more or less injured,
so combined was the movement that the whole
«as
•flair
completed in a comparatively short
■pace oftime, and as the rebels express it, the
line was so much Injured "that it will take
several weeks to re pair "The damages.'*
capacity.
The plan adopted is developed by the reISut few of the citizens along their march
sutls. From the facts we have we know that
were molested by the Yankees, nor have we
two bodies of Union troops, belonging to Gen. j
heard of that destruction of private property
Granger's aruiy of Kentucky, left Ktchmund, 1 usual in their raids.
Ky, shortly after Christmas, on an unknown
The citizens of Bristol, we learn, behaved
expedition. It now appears that one portion ! most
nobly on this trying occasion. Old and
of these forces took the left hand road runyoung prepared with alacrity to meet the inning south from that place, and passing by ; vaders
of their homes, and to protect their
Manchester, reached Mount Pleasant. Thence firesides front
polution by the hireling foe.
it took the road over the mountains to Jones▼Mie, struck the railroad at Union, a station
situated about eleven miles from Bristol,which
SAIL CLOTH.
is near the State line between Virginia and
Tennessee. At this point the work oi destruction was commenced.
KLKlfllED ΓΙΛΪ MTk, WITH BLUE STRIPES.
The telegraph lines to Richmond, Va., were
first cut to prevent the rebel chiefs at their
(A substitute for Cotton.»
capital from knowing anything of what was
on
that
going
beyond
point
I' MUEACH Ε D CAWAS, TIT I KII8TKIPI.
They next dashed up the line ns far as Bristol, effectually destroying the railroad track
Of various descriptions.
as they went, and as they fell back burned the bridges over the streams. Arriving at
ALL FROM A Ο Not. 1 TO β.
the point where the railroad crosses the HolsALSO OK HAITI)
ton and Watauga rivers, the Union
troops
burned those bridges, and beyond that
point BOLT ROPE CORDAGE, àC.,
the rebels give no information. The teleFor sale by
graphic lines having been, as we have l>eforc
stated, entirely (festroyed west of Bristol, of
LE
MESURIER
Sc CHAMPION,
course the rebels could learn nothing beyond
where the principal bridges had been burned.
St· Peter Street,QUEBEC.
After crossing the river, ami passing Carter
rySimt lM on band, anit order» taken bv
depot, the Union troops pushed on to JonesJ. T. PATTEN » <«>.,
boro', thence to Greenville and Bull's Gap,
Oct. 11—em
Front Street. Bath.
now known as Rogerville Junction, altogether
over a distance of over seventy miles, at the
AND SPICE HILLS.
same time destroying all they could during
their movements in the way of bridges, trestle
work, Ac., along that line. Tills ended the
«Γ. GHAXT
line of operations of the coluuiu on the left.
respectfully give notice to hi* friends
The other column left Richmond, Ky., by
and the public, that notwithstanding the recent
one of t he roads running south, and struck the
loss of hi* mills and their contents by lire, he is again
Cumberland Mountains at a point nearer Cumprepared to furuish
berland Gap and farther to the west of that
FRESH GROUND GOODS—as USUAL.
taken by tieir colleagues. Tliey next proFor the present (and until the completion of the receed to the State line, and crossing the Clinch
building of hi;* mills at 13 k 15 Union et.,) his place
river followed the
road to

stroyed, and

turnpike

JANUARY

INSURANCE.

mV FAL.L· GOODS
For Gentlemen's Wear.

in before

RAID.

A

same

Κ ruin the Boston Traveller.
DAMAGE TO ΤΠΕ V1KGIXIA AND

MISCELLANEOUS.

MORNING,

connects

THE EAST TENNESSEE AND VIRGINIA RAIL-

Raten of Advertising

SATURDAY

HATHAWAY,

Statt Agent, Washington. D. C

AND

ALL

OTBRB

ΒΙΚΟ· OF

Ρ R I Ν Τ I Ν Ο
Neatly

and

Promptly Exec·ted

—AT T.B—

Press Offlee.

,

Correspondence.

Boston

THE DAILY PRESS.

BY TELEGRAPH.

ΤΓΑαί is the "Brokers' Board f"—What ii
the "Merchant's Exchange t"—Tragedy ii

PORTLAND, MAINE

Dorchester—ifaseackuaett'e Legislature—

To the Public.

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.

The Portland Daily Press has the largesi
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the city.

Boston, Jan. 9th, 1803.
Dear Piiess :—Every day you print, ir
your columns, the report of sales at the Bos
ton Brokers' Board. Now, what 13 it? Crowe
and jostle your way with me, anion); the hur-

[SPECIAL DISPATCH

delphia; New Haven, Conn.; Salem, Mass.;
I Bangor, Me.
The engines have given perfect satisfaction
SENATE.
in every instance, and proved equal to
any
Thursday. Prayer by the Kev. Mr. Rowe
made elsewhere.
of Augusta.
Augusta,

rying, half-crazy business men on State street
at 12 o'clock, and you shall see. Let us cross
the crowded street and climb up four or five

A communication

and will prove to
you forty times over, if need be, that it must
really be either adapted to peace or war.
that it is not

a

war measure,

They insist very strongly on this point, which
perhaps may also be conceded.
But why is not the proclamation a war
measure?
Admire now the sagacity, with

wanted.

him "how

gold

is

doing?"

which

be used to any good purpose except by
our victorious armies. Tush ! whatever makes

outwit each other and Wall street ami London
and Paris. As we retrace our steps down

the march of our armies more

stairs we can still hear the fading voices as
they call out "Five-Twenties," and "January
Coupons."

which thesr creatures are endowed after their
kind.
The proclamation cannot be a war
measure, bccaune it cannot be enforced except by our rietorioii* armiee. Ah, very plain ;
and for the saute reason, it is not a war measure to

provide

arms

ammunition,

and

cannot

the roll of

a

paltry

drum to this

terrible, from
proclamation

big with the doom of au institution which has
brought us to this pass, is a part of the means
of maintaining our nationality, for the right
use of which this generation stands responsible before God and man. The proclamation
sows
distrust throughout the
South; Ή
strengthens our cause in Europe ; and it does
mote. Face to face at last, it sets the Republic and Slavery. There can 110 longer be any
doubt about the true nature of the contest,
not

changed

No man

can

but revealed

by the proclamation.

henceforth be deceived. The side

he chooses, must be taken in open
aud without excuse of ignorance.
Off", hand Sketches

irom

the

daylight

Augusta, Jan. 9,1803.
Early in the last session of the legislature, it
was remarked by a member of the House, as
one of the most singular coincidences of the
season, that while the seats of members were

distributed by lot, in which of

course

coasts on
or

the

there

could be no

partiality, it was nevertheless a
fact that nearly all the "old stagers," and those
who held the axes to be ground, drew their
Beats in the front row, or "dress circle," while
those who were expected simply to turn the
grindstone, were sure to find themselves in
the back lots.
The fact had been often observed before, but it was probably attributed

to find, as the result, old stagers
removing
their boots anil dry goods from the pleasautest

seats, behiud which they had ensconced themselves, to new localities in the back settle-

There were countenances marked by
the deep dark lines of disappointment, as well

ments.

as

those

lighted

up with

unexpected pleasure.

The Democratic candidate for Clerk of the

House, J. L. Iluuter, is the same gentleman
who recently had quarters at Fort Preble, for
encouraging soldiers to desent from the encampment at Augusta. This calls to mind

Engrossed

Hill*.— Messrs.

raised to

House report. After
Convention an order was
see

Secretary to notify
tion.—Adjourned.

returning from
passed directing

the
the

the officers of their elecHOUSE.

and three

Rev. Mr. Ballou.
On motion of Mr. Cony, 2500

!
i
i

Prayer by

four posts where the "Arrivals" are
pubUpon these books, attached to the

lished.

copies

Governor's Address were ordered to be
ed for the use of the House.
The Speaker announced
the

pillars, one eau take in, at a glance, the condition of American wharves. We can see that
th« Europa has arrived, that the "Susan Jane"
is due to-inorrow, and the "Ethelinda Ann"

ol the

1

1

priut-

following

Standing Committees :

j
i

also, and freights. Hut there is one solitary
pillar in the center of the room which carries

I
On finance.— Messrs. Cobb of Rockland, !
of
Stetson
of
Cony
Augusta,
Bangor, Vickery |
of Cape Elizabeth, Copeland of Calais, Druinmond of Bath, and Perkins of Kcuuebunk-

in its iron hand

μυιι.

Arrivals

of imssengers

immense slate. The latest
telegraphic news is chalked on the two sides
and eagerly devoured by the anxious readers.

Upon

the

an

General alter General Is written, up or down as the censor pleases, Vicksburg Is taken, or we are
and

repulsed,

day after day,

the linger of the
telegraph
The notices "This room is alone
[for

writes.

subscribers" warn

us

that this is not a

institution ; but those printed hints
to

kick out the

buy
is

are

public
merely

a

people who are too mean to
daily reading. The superintendent
gentleman and kindly attentive to stran-

Αΐ'ΟΙΤΒΤΑ, Jan. il, 18Λ3.
EdItors Piikss :—Since my last both branhave been

y

vj

ο. i-irc

Kvmpimy,

Mr. J. B. JoHseos, Portland. Me. /M-nr sir:—
lu reply to your», request! g us to state whether or
no the Strain Fire Engine, built
by you for the United States Fire Company, has proved satisfactory—
we have to say, alter an experience of over two
years, during caid period being in service at ninetysix tires, at one of which in service nineteen hours,
she hat* given entire satisfaction, and is to-day in as
rood condition as the day we first nut her in service.
Your l atent Pump works admirably, requiring no
packing. The cost for running her, repairs, &c., is
trivial, less, probably, than any Engine of her ciass
in this city. We have no fault to find with her, and
will be pieased to exhibit her for inspection to all

j

organized,

with be referred to

Gov. Coburti has been qualified, and has transmitted his message to that body. Some chan-

a

On motion of Mr.

ordered that

ges have l>eeii made in the organization of the

a

ascertain what reduction

can

It nus occurred to

perfect satisfaction, and has demonstrated the tact
that it can always be depended uj>on for a large
amount of duty .and it is our opinion as a really practical aud efficient Steam Fire Enoiss it has no suI s α a ii Stetson. Major.
perior.
II. 11. Fogo. Chief Engineer.
ÏÏM. II. M anhfield,Engineer Steamer.

so

far

as

to

be made in the

expenses of that department.
On motiou of Mr. Kingsbury, of

remain.

was

committee l>e raised to investi-

gate the affaira of the Land office,

Senate ami House, yet it is gratifying to observe that some of the "Tite Barnacles" still

it

Portland,

Gen. Brown.
dis-

Borussia
Hansa

badly wounded. There has
fighting since noon. The ene-

Wine.

j

a

trial,

as

it

gives great

Liverpool

Jan
Ian
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

Jan
Jan

10
10
10
14
17
17
17
21
24
24

Londonderry.

PANAMA AXD CALIFORNIA—Steamers,carryMails for Aspiuwall, Panama, and California,
leave Xew York on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each
mouth.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Satardny.
Jaaaarr ΙΟ.
HIGH WATER. I
I
SLN.
DAYS.
1.48
Rises
7.29 Length
•Morn'g
9h 18m
2.13 | Sets
4.47 j Increase. Oh 14m
Even'g

MARINE

NEWS.

Jaaaairy 0.
ARRIVED.
8ch Odeni, (Br) Waters, St John NB.
Sell Ceresco, Smith, St t»eorge Ν Β.
Sch Seaflower, Dickey. Belfast,
Sch Ο eu Marion. Small, Bath.
Steamer Parkertsburg, Hotftnan. New York.
Steamer Lewistou, Knight, Bostou.
CLEARED.
Sch Georgie Deering, l'iukham, Cardenas by John

Lynch
Sch
Sch

dly

NOTICES.

H a VAX A OttAUGKs!—Persons wishing for sweet

Pope.

;
i

I

j
!
j

j

j

j

Jones' this day received per steamer. JaulO— 1 w

I

upon educaiion.
Per order of Committee.
r. M.
Jan 10

CAES LET, Sec'y.

IvI. L. A.
('orner of Middle

α ad

Plimb Streets.

M L. A. Debating Rooms
open every
TIIE
Saturday Evening for i>ec)amatious, Compositions and Debate*.

Subject lor Debate this evening, (Saturday, Jan.
10th.) will be "l'oatmaster Dole*» new Poet Office
regu. at ions."
The public are invited.
Per order.
jaulO It

MARINE
Railway Chains and Track

Iron*».

«

undersigned
appointed Ageat for
the sale of Marine Kailwa> and other Chair»·,
in the Uuited States and British North America,manufactured by Hexry Wood k Co., of Liverpool,
Great Britain, and ia now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Railway Chain·, made to order aud to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and warranted to tit. These chaîne are made of an iron p·
culiarly suited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
shows its average breaking strain to be 86 tons per
inch of sectional area. Parties
good and reliable chains will do well to examine tnose in actual
has been

THE

wishing

Marine Railway Track Irons ara drilled with the
countersunk holes and the Bolts to match; also.
Spikes of all kinds, Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all

kinds of forging done to order, and of quality and
to suit; also, all kinds of ships' Cham Cables. at lowest rates.
Mr. C. feels confident he can
supply the above articles on as ffcvorablc terms as can be obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. ('RANDALL.

qutntity

janlO

'62

«Γuet
A

Sub-marine Engineer,
New Bedford, Mass.

dlawly·

Received,

Large Assortment of Ladies'

Gmuiii's

and

8K ATEN!
Alao-tbe Celebrated

ARCTIC SKATE,
(Biggest thing on ice.)
The Patent Antoperipatetlko·!
Walkiho Doll—nu amuafng tor for Children'

Or

114

MIDDLE
S Τ Β I! Χ Τ.
CHAS. DAT, Jr.
janlO lw

j

TO LET.
Third

THE
streeta.

Floor,

or Middle and
at 86 State Street.

corner

Enquire

Temple
JaulO

Ε.'DOW,

JOHN

1

liriH, Fire k Life Insuruace

Aftncy.

Liverpool mad London Fire ud

Life la·

Co.

Lorillard Fire Insurance Co.,of theCity
of Hew York, Ho. 104 Broadway.

I

BY TELEGRAPH

Diacmeion.
Re»o4reit, That the dictate· of conecicucc depend

disasters.
Sch Alciope, of Castine, loading at the coal mines,
Portsmouth. Κ 1, broke adrift Tth inst, and went
ashore on the south side of the wharf. She lies head
ou, perfectly easy, and the weather having moderated, will probably come off without damage.
Ship .spark the Ocean, Kitiuey, from Cardiff for
Leghorn, at (Gibraltar in distress, commenced reshipping cargo 17th ult, and would probably get away in
ten days.
Sch Hockanom, Robinson, at Boston fm Machias,
lost part of deck load in the Bay on the 7th iuat.

your correspondent, who
G.T. R. H. or Canada. Local Sup't'» Office, i
Tuesday, January 13th, at 12 o'clock at noon,
what was said to the writer of this, relative to
Richmond and Portland lhttrirt,
has lately "seen <he elephant," that it is a great i was
!
fixed as the time to ballot for a United
invigorating
gums, purifying I Chesapeake.
Portland, January 8th, 1863. ?
(aid Hunter, by one of the "untetrifled" of AuBailey,Wilmingtou ; sch Johu&George,
SIR:—The Steam Fire Engiue 1» rev hound was used I the breath, cleansing, beautifying and preserving the
advantage to a political party that there should ! States Senator.
SaiUlM. Eden.
about
the
time
of
his arrest. Said he,
gusta
this Company at Sherbrooke, C.E., from Jan. 10th
Cld
bark
by
3th.
Sicilian. Lavender, Messina; ech
from
to
old
the
"Sozodout"
is
now
teeth,
be in it a few individuals who stand ready pay 041th
age,
The Act to continue in force the provisions ! to May 3d, 1862. for supplying the Locomotive En- j
Fales. Thomaeton.
"the dignity of the Stale has been lowered and
j used aud recommended by many of the most emiuent Geuuine.
with water from the Magog Hiver.
to sacrifice personal ease and emolI
Sid 9th. bark J C Nickels; brigs Μ Β Thompson,
giues
triotically
of chap. 71 of the laws of 1862, concerning
insulted in the arre«t of such a fellow. Il·- I»
The number of Tenders tilled per day were from ! divines, dentists, physicians, chemists aud scientific ; and J W Drisko.
ument, and to accept the duties and responsiten to fifteen, holding from 1500 to 2200 gallons each,
Ar 9th, sclis Italiau, Smith. Belfhst; Hockanom.
j gentleman of the day.
suspension of specie payments, was passed to ! and
utterly unworthy of the compliment. The bilities of the same
this Engine would till them iu from three to five
; Robinson. Machias; Harriet Fuller. Ross, aud Ellen
office, year alter year; mid be engrossed, in concurrence. This bill ex- j minutes
Soi by all Druggists every where, at 50 cents per
man. Littlejohu, Portland: Olire Elizabeth,
ea^ri.
commanding officer, instead of requiring his it has also occurred to him tTiat there is a
Merry
The performance oi the Engiue was entirely satisbottle. Trial bottles and testimonials obtained gra. j Hamilton, do.
petends the provisions of the act to January 15, I
arrest, should have kicked his
Yours truly,
S. T. Corser.
Below, ship Mary Warren, fm Newburyport.
factory.
pantaloons culiar propriety and fitness in selecting officers
tis of Η. Η. 1ΙΛΥ, Portland.
J. B. Johnson, Esq.
1804. Adjourued.
Cld 9th. brig Marine. Cook, Cienfuegos; schs Leaoff the field, and that is all the attention of
1IALL A RUCK EL, Sole Agents, New York.
to perform merely clerical duties or to distrider. Barter, St George; Paragon, Hatch, Portlaud,
which he w;vs worthy !" This is the treat
dec27 eod2m·
to load for Cuba.
bute a handful of letters or pajn-rs among the
AUGUSTA, Jan. 9.
SALEM—Ar 6th, schs Rio, Fairbanks, and Jane
meot recommended by one of the most
Fish. Meservey, Elisabeth port.
genial members, gentlemen whose constitutions have
The Committee on Senatorial votes comο.
η KHLIX
1\ ΕLLEV, ABHOCIATE
*OUNPER !
ROCKLAND—Ar 2d, sch John Adams, Hatch,
fellows on the Kennebec, and,
TO THE
of the Analytical System or Medicine, will be
withal, one of not been in the slightest degree impaired, but
menced a hearing in the Washington comity
J Boston.
the most loyal of the doubtful,
in Attendance at hie Medical office. 214Conoress st.
Ar 3d. schs Catharine Beals. from New York ; 6th,
only he used
cou tested case this afternoon. Joseph Bnker,
who would be accepted by the most punctiliEVEMXCi PAPERS.
Powers, Robinson. Boston.
corner of I'eael street, during
less circuitous Anglo .Saxon than 1 have
Tuesday and Wed- j Amanda
put
of this city, appeared as counsel for the
ous
»♦-—■—
BA'Ml—Cld 8th, ship Jennie Eastman, (new)Kelley,
officer as thoroughly able-bodiE*q.t
mustering
nesday, the 13th and 14tli inet., to give advice to the
into his mouth.
New Orleans.
Southern Papers. —Brawc's Defeat in
ed.
For this work, indeed, are needed men
sitting members, and the contestants pro *e.— From
(«ick. Ladies and Lïeutlcmen are invited to call.—
Tennessee. -The Rebel Confederacy in
It Is crodilable to a portion of the Demowith the sinews of an ox and the thews of a
FOREIUN PORT'S.
Advice Free. Dr. Kelley it» the Associate FoundThe argument of the contestants was that the
Danger of Financial Hum
crats of the House, that while
Ar at Taku Sept 13th, brig Timaudra, Turner, from
er uf the system, and is the only one entitled to the
they command- bison !
Senate could not go behind the returns ; anil
Army or Potomac, 1
Heaiiquahtehs
Shanghae.
ed forty votes for their candidate lor
appendage Analytical Physician, in this city, though I
In caucus for nomination of Councillors, the
Jau. 8.
Speaker,
Sailed from llong Kong Oct 22d, bark Fortuna,
the Cutler returns being in due form, must be
)
imitation may be a source of solace to some if they 1 Hanson, Shanghae.
The
Richmond
of
this
conthey could briug only twenty-six up to the Waldo delegation being divided, the Hon.
papers
morning
Oil the other aide it was alleged that
taken.
Sailed from Medina 15th ult, bark Modena, Ryder,
Kayknow
no
other
and
don't
kiujtc
what
to do.
tain a Mobile dispatch of yesterday saying
qf
tcay,
«cratch to vote for limiter. II the candidate
Boston.
inond S. Well failed to receive the nomination.
the returns from Cutler was a forgery, and enAlt initio.
that a special dispatch IVoin Grenada on the
Jan 9-dlw·
Ar at Gibraltar 9th ult. bark Velma, Nickcrson,
cau be redeemed from obloquy and
contempt
The matter will go to the Legislature to-day,
tirely informal. The contestants offered to I tit h states that an Aide-de-camp of Gen. KorBoston, (and nailed 14th for Malaga.)
DR. 1*. P. QUI MB Y. would give notice that he ha
Ar at Catania Nov i*>th. brig Faunie Butler, Bart·
by *ttcA party favor» he must be made up "f ι and Mr. Hick will
who
arrived
there
that
rest,
evening, reports
prove that the returns from Hobbinston and l
undoubtedly be elected.—
lett. Ca«tellamare. to load lor IJ S
the capture of Trenton, Union City and Hum- { returned to Portland, and can be found at his Koom,
peculiar elements.
f Mr. H. has been a mendier of the Council the
Sailed from Liverpool 23d, ship Manhattan, Dixon,
some other towns, were the same as that of
boldt, witli over 'JUttO prisoners, two cannon \ No. 13 International House, Tuesday, August
New York.
•Mr. Wiggiu ofSaco received only two votes
Cutler. Aller a preliminary hearing, the compast year, and all conversant with the facts
Ar at Oravesend 23d ult, ship Navigator,Pritchard,
and a large amonntof commissary stores. The I 12th, where he will attend to all wishiug to consul
for President of the Senate*—his two York Co.
New York.
mittee adjourned to the 21st inst., subject, howwill testily to his ability and fidelity. His exattack on Jackson, Tenn., whs a feint to cover ! him.
Sid fm Southampton 22d ult, Burlingtou, Howe·,
the
All
other
democrats
in
that
colleagues.
9200
for Swan Hiver.
perience lias been such that, if a new man ever, to the call of the chairman. If the con- the rebel operations. The railroad from Jack- First Examination at office,
son to Columbus has been
Each .subsequent fitting at office,
l'ut irto M il ford 20th ult, ship Lyra, Cheever, from
50
body—Peters of Penobscot, Reed of Lincoln, should be put in his pluce, it would, 1
destroyed.
testants
allow
the
evidence which was before
think, be
One hundred and eighteen men captured ou I City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50
Liverpool for Calcutta, wind bound.
and Pluuimerof Washington—voted for Mr.
(/Id at Victoria VI Oct 23d, ship Mountain Wave,
the Governor and Council in this case, the
no small disadvantage.
the Virginia State line at Petersburg and l'ike|
Each subsequent visit at residence,
100
Farwell. Mr. Wiggiu did not vote at all.
Handy. Manila.
ville in Kentucky are coll Hlied at Richmond,
Gov. Coburn'e message, read yesterday K> 1 committee may go on to-morrow, and settle
Sailed from Rio Janeiro Nov 18th,
August 16, 1802.—tf
ship Revere,
The weather is beautiful, the sleighing fair,
and
the
Uovernor
has
announced
to
the
PresiGibbs,
Singapore,
the matter shortly.
both branches in convention by the very effiI
It promises, however, to
At Belize, llond, 10th ult, ship Sharon, Jordan, for
the skating upon the river delightful, and it is
j deut the terms upon which such exchanges
NOTICE.—Internal Revenue Stamps —A fall
Idg.
j ciont and popular clerk of the House, Charles I be a long light.
I can alone be made. He has placed them at supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at my office, London,
At Cardenas let inst, sch Laurel. McFarlaud, for
being improved by large number of both sexes. A.
hard labor in the
Miller, Ksquire, gives great satisfaction,
8
No.
92
Boston
Commercial
aud
the
!
J
will
be
street;
public
penitentiary.
days.
Xkuxes.
Ar at Halifax 30th ult, schs Ageuoria. Dixon, and
and fully comes up to the expectation of those
Tallahoma, Jan. 5.—Unable to dislodge the expected to use them on and aller this date.
If any one is curious to know how
! J Butler, Hall, Boston; Life Boat, Smith, from Balenemy from liis entrenchments, and hearing
NAril'L J. MILLER, Collector
best acquainted with Gov. Coburn. All agree ! lies are manufactured, let him read in the
i
timore.
The Messaoe.— Gov. Coburn's
of reinforcements to bim, 1 withdrew from the
dec31 dtf
1st District State of Maine.
Message that it is a judicious,
comprehensive, and Brunswick Telegragh that ''a radical organ front, night before last. Ile lias not followed.
it »o plain, straightforward, ana
[Per City of Washington, at New Y'ork.]
business-like,
statesmanlike
document.
are
it
close
his
calls
treason
on
front.
to
insist
the
Uη
My
cavalry
aud
Cld ar Liverpool 23d ult. Old Doiuiuion, Sampson,
quasi
Catarrh, and all diseases of
that do comuieuts of ours can render it more
upon
tyConsumption
BoMou ; Granite Stat*·. Jacobs, Calcutta.
UltAXTON Biiauu.
(Signed)
Gov. Washburn retires from the executive
ion as it was," and then let him remember
the Throat and Lungs, successfully treated by Inha
Cld at London 23d. Kutlaud, Ingraham. Cardiff.
Intelligible, nor are they needed to commend
The Richmond Dispatch characterizes the I lation,
By C. Morse, M. D.,
chair
with
much
and
attended
Sailed from Grimsby 53d, Saratoga, Mathias, fbr
the
that
the
libel
from
the
honor,
Tortby
Tenney
copied
it to the favorable attention of the people of
Murfreesboro' tight as a mysterious affair, and
aul8 *62 eod
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.
Barcelona.
sincere and afiectiouate resp :ct and gratitude
land Advertiser, that paper making the matethe State. lie has dealt with practical quesSailed from Shields 23d, Κ OS well Sprague, from
cannot reconcile Uragg's first with his last
I
Genoa.
of all loyal hearts.
Dentistry.—Dr. JOSIA II HEALD, No. 241 Con
Through all this weary rnent against the I'rrss. Vie Press has itecer dispatch.
tions in a practical way, and we scarcely sec
Arat Lamlash 17th, Johu B11I4 Adams, Liverpool
Tiie Examiner jays it was a disappointment,
first door east of 1st Parish Church
in the discharge of his multifarious and
Street,
instated
such
gress
war,
but
it
does
insist
for Boston.
upon
any
tiling,
wherein he has opened the door for attack ;
but not a disaster, and Muds consolation in the
Off Queenstown 23d, Brazil, Shore, from Bangor.
Me.
Portland,
arduous duties, iu all the recurring perplexiaugTdly
that
those
who
the
restoration
of the
oppose
Ar at Antwerp 22d ult, Peerless, Skilling*. from
and, until his doctrines and positions are asfact that the Union army was horrbly crippled.
ities, reverses, and disappointment·, Governor Uuion unless it ran be us it teas— with neNew \ ork.
Drs. LOCKE & KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
sailed, defense seems entirely uncalled for.
Sailed from Marseilles 21st ult. Daniel. Staples,
New
Jan.
9.
York,
Washburn lias bad an eye single to the interests J gro slavery in it—who
Middle Street. Portland. Me.
Boston via Messina; Pepperell, Hill, New York.
prefer to let the Union
augl&—ly
The Richmond Enquirer of the 7 th says that
EJ-The Argns says some inexperienced of the State and Nation, and has uninterniit- slide, if slavery cannot be preserved, are trai- the danger of financial ruin to the Confederacy
[l*er steamship Africa, at Halifex.)
skaters have made fine astronomical observatingly labored to enhance them. Fortunate, tors, full blooded and full fledged. Where this is imminent, and the high prices, resulting
BROKERS* BOARD.
Ar at Liverpool 25th ult, Alameida, 1'atterson, fm
1
from
the enormous issue of Treasury not*,
Sale of Stocks.—Boston, Jan. 9. 1862.
Boston.
tions ou the Basin. It is done by
indeed, has been the State In having had dur- language would place the editors of the Adverthrowing
are an enemy more formidable than the YanAr at Deal 26th, Gen Putnam, Babson, New York;
1.000 Uuited States Coupou Sixes (1881)
08J
one's self suddenly backward, so that the back
ing these last two eventful years, a Chief tiser and Telegraph is none of our business.
Κ Η Taylor, Lord, «lo; Heury Darling, Reed. do.
do
I kee armies. It recommends a tax bill to pro- 35.000
98j
Ar at Singapore, no date, inez, Rogers. Boston.
of the head fits into an indentation it makes
do
8.500
Magistrate of such enlarged patriotism, extraduce $15,000,000.
W]
Ar at Bristol 25th, H Othlie, fm Bangor.
103
18.700 Uuited States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes
The
death
of
In the ice, when, on looking up, the surs seem
the
rebel
Governor
Sailed
from Deal 25th ult, Byzautiuin, Robinson,
ordinary executive ability, and of such inflexifugitive
The Keunebec Journal pays a very
do
18.700
103
i for New York.
Jackson of Missouri is continued. It occurred
3.1*50
do
ble honor, as all honest, intelligent citizens
to be circling about the tip of the nose.
fm
high but deserved compliment to Bro. Lincoln : at Little Rock, Dec. 7.
Sailed
Liverpool 25th, Ellen Austin, Kennedy,
1,000 Uuited States Demand Notes
135
will accord to Gov. Washburn. He is,
and Kinerald, Luce, for New York; W F Storer,
3,000 United States Five-Twenties
07
Indeed, of the Bath Times, late Secretary of the Sen1
do.
RawliiiKS.
BVThe Christian Commission, on Monday
!
32.000 U.S. Certificates of Indebtedness,
97i
entitled to that honor which Cicero placed
Inauguration of the Pacifio Railway.
The Eleanor, from New York for Liverpool, was
ate.
Mr. Ii. was a prompt, faithful, accommodo (March)
100j I abandoned
j 8.000
dispatched the Rev. A. C. McAuley, and twen- above all other
at sea. Crew saved.
15,000 American Ο old
137
earthly honors,"bene meruisee dating and efficient officer, and in retiring
Sackamento, Cal., Jan. S.
do
1371
ty-four others, to Murfreesboro, with a large lie
8,000
At
noon to-day the California section of the
have deserved well of the
SPOKES.
republicia,"—'"to
leaves
a
odor
most
do
behind the
of
excellent of- I Pacific railroad was
10.450
1374
j
supply of stores for the relief of the wounded,
inaugurated with imposdo
Dec 26, off D Η Shot Keys, bark
187 j
Skirmisuek.
Republic."
Whittling Wind,
| flcial reputation.
I ing ceremonies. Both branches of the Legls- I 25.000
1
do
from
New
138
York for New Orleans.
17,000

I

ihvitkd.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER «10,000,000.

I

at B.

1»

Q next ton f«,

Ship Charlemagne, 742 tone, bnilt at Thomaston in
1843, ha* been sold to partie* in New York.

Deafness Cûked.—Mrs. M. G. Brown will be at
the Preble House for one week.
A remarkable case of deafness cured in twenty four
hours by Mrs. M. G. Brown, Professor on the Ε e j
and Ear, and proprietor of Poor Richard's Eye Water. J
"I, Bartlett J. Decoster, No. 2 Hall's Court, Portland, give this certificate, to certify that I have been
DOMESTIC PORTS.
deaf from a child, and for twelve years past have
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 7th last, ship Gleauer,
been quite deaf. I have spent hundreds of dollars,
for
Boston.
Page,
BALI1MOUL-Cld 6th, ach Mohawk, Staple·, for
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Sat; Cardenas.
urday I went to the Preble House and made arrangeAr 7th, sch Maryland, Knight, Portland.
ments for Mrs. B. to treat me for deafness.
Cld 7th, brig It Β kirkland. North, for "Mayaguex;
In 24
! schs R R Higgine, Baker, Boston; Julia Anna,llaidhours after her first application I could hear
every j
iug, Washington.
voice in the house. I can now stand in the cellar aud
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 6th. brigs Cordelia, Bryhear the clock tick in the parlor. Grateftil to God
ant. Matauzas: Juniata. Bell, Liverpool.
Ar 7th, schs J C Henry, Love. Waldoboro; Maine
for his great deliverauce, I heartily commend her
Law, Amesburv. Fortress Monroe; Union, Otis, fhi
mode of treatment to all who suffer as I have done." j Baltimore tor
Boston
j
NKW YORK—Ar 7th, §tm
Every kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,
transport City of Bath,
8MV1 Rm orU aus Wk ult and Key West 2d iuat;
healed, aud a cure warranted. Charge» nuxlerate.
scli Snows4}uail. Shephard. Cardenas; 1'auama. AlMRS. M G. BROWN,
leu. Eli ζ abet h port for Pembroke; American Eagle.
Nov. 18—tf
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
Pettengill, Kastpo r t ; Mary Farrow, Congdon.BeltaMt
lor Fortraaa Monroe.
Cld 7th, brigs 1 C Hertz, Spear, Washington; EmDiseases of the Urinary Organ*.
ily Fowler, Willard. Norwich.
pyj. C. 3IOTT, M. D., Operating and Consulting
Ar9th. tihips Magnet, King, Amor ; Marshfleld,
Surgeon and Physician, attends exclusively to Dis- I Toirey, Loudon.
eases of the Urinary and Geuital Organs, and Female
Cld'Sth. ships Empire, Coombs, and F A Palmer,
Complaints of all kinds, and the more oteue dis- ; Post. Liverpool ; barks Corinna. Lane. Montevideo;
eases of the Pelvic Vicera. as Piles, Rupturw.llvdro- i Geo S Hunt. Woodburv,
Cardeua*; Mary Beutley.
cele, Varicocele, Fistula, Early Decline of Manhood, Î Lilia. and Ci W Hall, Hawkins. New Orleans:
bri*
âtc. Dr. M. keeps himself posted in all the improve- : Webster Keliev,
lleagau,
Aspinwall; sch Rachel
ments in the cure of Disease, made iu this country
Beals. Curtis, tfostou.
or Europe, and spares no expense that his patients
Sid 7th. ship* Majestic. and L'udaunted; barks
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
Comet, Anwlte, FiSrrT. and Mary Β Rich; brijr* All·
the world affords.
Advice fkek.
jyoilice 86 j drew Peters. Alinore, Mountain Eagle, Ocean nave,
Court street, BOSTON. Hours from lu A. M. to 2
and Wm Mason.
P. Μ and 6 to 8 P. M.
[By tel. 1 Ar 9th, ship Margaret, fm Amov; bark
Mrs. M.. who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive ! Arab, fiu Portsmouth K; brigs William k
Mary, fm
maladies of her sex, can be consulted
ladies.
! Cardenas ; Henrietta, fm Bermuda.
by
Patients furnished With board aud experienced
Also ar 9th. ship Talisman, I'm Havre; brigs Aranurses.
oct3eod«im
I bel!a. tin Aspiuwall; Sarah Flagg. fm Tarragona.
Κ KWPUirr—Sailed 8th, aefaa 11 LOrcnt,
ttopklns,
Fraoeast So»odont.—The most convenient and
Bucksport lor Key West; Mary Langdon, l'iukham,
efficacious Dentifrice the world has ever produced. ! Rockland for Fortress Monroe.
BOSTON—Ar 8th. brigs H G Berry,Auld, Havana;
For hardening aud
the

ones

Tbk Public

meeting of this Association for
Debate* will be held TbursJ« 'S, «t "i o'clock, la their

amd

sarance

W.

splendid

next

k Co.

Marucaibo, Henlev, ( anlenas. by Isaac Dyer.
Atlantic. Mitchefl, Portsmouth, by James k

j

fresh lot oi

The

ÉB étk LtcTuiua

Fridnr

Oranges,

a

Jl. C. 91. Association.

Ketail 1-r.ee «3 00-at

PORT OF PORTLAND·

;

will find

Jan. 13th.

Committee of Arrmgemeat*.
r. II. Wldber.
D. W. Soger·.
A. G. Whiting.
W. 8. Smith,
Κ. B. Dow.
J. l·. Rumerv.
J. I.ilmore,
£. Lincoln.
E.
J.
Buruham,
Floor Xauien.
J. Gllinore,
V. II. Wldber;
A Thompson.
K. B.Dow,
Tictm «1 00— to be obtained of Com ol'Arrnng'te.
iB-Ma.icby Chandler'· f« 1 ynadrille Band.
Jan 10 ta
Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock.

ing

;

SPECIAL

Jau 14

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the re*«
The steamers "for or from
Liverpool call a
gueeustowu, except the Canadian line, which call a

satisfac-

dec22

..

lar lines.

an

It is worth

York

Xew York.. Hamburg
New York.
Portland
.Liverpool
Asia
New York.. Liverpool
City of Baltimore. New York Liverpool
New York
New York.. Bremen
Xova Scotifn
Portland—Liverpool
Africa
Boston
Liverpool
City of Washing'n.Xew York.. Liverpool
Teiitonia
Xew York.. Hamburg

Anglo Saxon

See a woman in another column picking Sambuci
G raped, for Speer's Wine. It is* an admirable article
used in hospitals, and by the first families in Paris
London and New York, in preference to old Port I
tion.

Southampton..Xew

Hammonia

j

;

SAILS

FOR

Southampton.Xew York.. .Jan 21

Glasgow

important disclaimer by M. Mercier,
Ambassador of Napoleon 111, ou behalf of his
Imperial Master, of any designs or purposes
adverse to the restoration of the integrity and
authority of our Federal Union.

j

PROM

TO DEPART.

New York, Jan. 9.
The Tribune has by telegraph from Wash-

service—working
with great jw>wer aud reliability.
In conclusion, we would sav."that in every instance ji
since owned by the city, this Machine gives the most

Joiut Select Committee.

Crosby,of Dexter,

STBAMKH

Louis Napoleon Not Hostile to the Federal
Union.

comers.

Wednesday Evening,

are

Haniiiiouia
Southampton.Xew York.. .Dec 20
United kingdom. ..Glasgow
Portland
Dec 2D
Nova Scotiau
1'ortland
Dec 25
Livcrpaol
Africa
New York.. .Dec 27
Liverpool
ieutonia
Southampton Xew York... Dec 31
Bavaria
Southampton.Xew York.. Dec 31

Medical Appointment·—Confirmation of Mr.
Usher.

ington

by girtag

▲T LAHCASTEE HALL,
On

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

of the Interior.

f>la\

our

Legislature

«»»*

— *<-

St John XB—Sch Odessa—791 mackmatack knees,
to order.
St George Ν B—Sch Ceresco—3000 bo* shook*, 25
sheep skius, to X J Miller.

Washington, Jan. 8.
The following Is a li*t of the new Medical
Inspectors provided for by the recent act of
Congress, nominated by the President to the
Senate to-day:
Joseph K. Barnes, John E.
Sumner, Frank H. Hamilton, Peter Pines,
George W. Skit!', A. C. Hamlin, N. C. Townsend, George K. Johnson.
The Senate to-day confirmed the nomination
of Assistant Secretary Usher to be Secretary

iiresented

Itcgular Correspondent.
Letter from the State Capital.

ches of the

«tun»

At 11 o'clock both b:anehes met in Conven
Sigued by direction of the United States Fire ComSamcel Scatteroood, President.
i pauy.
tion for the purpose of electing State officers
Attest
William P. Buzby, Secretary U. 8. F. Co.
and Councillors. Λ Committee was
appointed to receive, sort, and count the votes, who
Sale*. Nov. 13. 1WS2.
J. B. Johnson, Esq.—/tear Sir :—I take pleasure
reported as follows :
in stating to > ou that the Steam Fire Engine, built
For Secretary of State—.Joseph B. Hall
for the city of Salem. Mass., is oue of the most pow120t erful
Machines in present use for the extinguishment
Λ. 1*. (rould 42.
of tin·*, draughting water.and forcing water
through
a loug length of hose; aud has never been out of orFor Attorney General—Josiah H. Drumder in the least since you delivered her to the Board
mond 121, S. J. Anderson 30.
of Engineers,which is nearly two years—and 1 would
recommend such a Machine'to any'city or town which
For Adjutant General—John L. Hodsdon
is in want of a Steamer for the protection of
proper127, W. H. Bun-ill 30.
Yours, fcc.,
ty from tires.
Georoe Sanborn, Chief Engineer.
Before ballotting for Councillors, Mr. RobH. O. Flint, Engineer Steamer.
erts of Waldo moved to omit the election of
Banoor.Nov. 8, 1862.
the meuil)er from that district.
The motion
J. B. Johnson, Esq—/tear «Sir;—In answer to
was opposed by Messrs. Crosby of Dexter, and
your enquiry, as to the satisfaction given by the 2d
class Steam Fire Engine "Union," furnished to this
Chase of Turner, who thought there ought to
city one year since, we would say, first, probably in
be no further delay in this matter.
no'city in Mew England are there so many obstacles
! in the w*v of successful working of a Steamer as
The President of the Senate, who was prehere; we are obliged to draft water a great
ength. when working from the river, aud often to
siding in the Convention, decided that no i force
the hills (with which our citv abounds) to a
up
change of businets could be made except by j great distance. In one case the Machine was placed
near the Custom House; the hose run across Harlow
unanimous consent. As objections were made,
street, up the Baptist hill, across Central, up Sumthe motiou was decided to be out of order.
merset. and up French street—the whole oeiug a
distance of twenty-two hundred feet, and a perpenMr. Rolierts then moved that the Convention
dicular height of one-hundred aud twenty-five feet;
! the Machine drafting twenty feet.
It was here provbe dissolved. Lost.
en that the Machine was capable of throwing a
large
|
A ballot was then taken for seven Executive ! body of water to a
distance—the
work done
gieat
iuuc
that done by the New York
;
very
exceeding
which
resulted
in
the
election of
Councillors,
Engines, (when here,) on th«* same ground, and with
400 feet le*s hose.
Messrs. Charles Holden, Charles Stetson, John
At the "Veazie Fire" the Steamer worked continJ. Perry, Raymond Rich, Eben Woodbury,
ually nineteen hours, aud for six hours through
Horace B. Prescott and James Bell, who re- j twenty-five hundred feet of hose, and up a hill of one
odd feet, doing excellent serj! hundred aud twenty
ceived 128 votes each.
vice—playing one and two streams.
At the fire on Exchange street the Machine was in
The democratic candidates—Isaac Chad- ! service
sixteen hours without being stopped once,
ing two streams, one each side or the tire, entirebourne, Sewall C. Strout, R. H. Bridghain,
y cutting the fire off, and preventing it from spreadSamuel Taylor, S. R. Bray, Josiah Bruce and | iiig. I'll· may be considered a
great triumph, as
: great fears we e entertained that this
conflagration
Joseph Chase, received 40 votes each.
would prove very disastrous, a* there was seeuiinglv
j
The Convention then dissolved.
nothing to prevent it from sweeping the whole length
of Exchange street, from the highly combustible naOn motion of Mr. Stetson of Bangor, it was
ture of the buildings and their contents,
(being mostordered, that the subject of defences in the ly of dry shingles, and other lumber). We could
enumerate many other occasions where the Machine
Northeast and the Military connection therelias done most excellent
at all times

gers. Moxie has many
and now thank· liini

From

»·

!

i'u""

IMPORTS.

my are iu large force. The rebels took one of
our guus, but were repulsed at dark.
Militia
reinforcements are coming iu.
Prisoners say
that Gen. Marmaduke is Tn command of the
lebels, and w ill be reinforced to-night.

—

\

IX CONVENTION·.

their

imocu

no severe

rjr

aged

Gen. Brown is

been

Philadelphia, Dec. 3.18G2.

Remonstrances of Reubea Merrill of Yarmouth against the right of Xatlianiel Gooch
to a seat in the House, and of John X. Golden
against the right of Samuel Bruce of Somerville to a seat in the House, were referred to
the Committee on Elections.
i

thus,

"

*·««·

In thfti city, I>ec. 25th, Sarah, younceit daughter of
Horatio X. and Mary E. Jordan, aged 2 earβ.
y
In Scarboro, Jan. —, Col. Seward Merrill,
aged 70.
W~F u liera I on Sunday, Jan 11th.
lu Cape Elizabeth, Jan. 9th, Mr. John
Phinney,
aged 34 years Γ» month*.
lu Auburn, Dec. 25th, Mrs. E'iza C.» wife of John
L. (.'utter, Esq., aged 54 yearn 3 months.
In Bluehill. Dec 23d, Mr. Jeremiah Eaton,
aged 78.
In Surry, Dec 8th, Mr. John Garland,
aged 80 yr»
6 months.
In Trenton, Dec 22d, Mrs
Betsey Harding, aged 70.
In Brewer, Dec 2oth, Mr. Win. H.
Pritchard,
63 vears; 22d, Dca. Jeremiah Eldridge,
aged *52.
in Bangor, Oct. 31st, Mrs. Elizabeth,
wife of the
late John North, of Mercer,
aged 7tf years.

whether he likes it or not.

following

»'»1

DIED.

Spriiinfield, Jan. 8, 3 P. M.—The enemy
crowding the tlgliting, but iny men are behaving well. Iain holding all the strong positions.
The enemy must fight as I want him
Dr. Melcher has just sent the
patch, dated this afternoon :

"«*·

Rowland Bonser7 ana
uml *"·
Mi..
Sophia c. Ober. both of K.
In Sedgwick. Dec. 2Hth. John F. Grav and Mi.·
Lucy M. Grindle, both of 8.
Iu Cherry field, Dec 30th, Gilbert L. Hill and
j|iee
Georginnna Sproul, both of C.
In Sullivan, Iiec I9th, Charles H. Lyman and Min
Kuuice Abbott, both of 8.

Arriving.

(Signed)

8,h· Thou. J. Little, of

juM^sa."
111 Ellsworth. Doc 27th,

The Rebel Attack on Springfield—Gen. Brown
Making a Stout Defense—Reinforce-

to

^ioetoit"

13"'

celebrate their Tenth Anniversa-

JSl BALL·,
J ■""" "d

are

performed

held thin evening.]

On Election*.—Messrs. Hanson of
Bangor,
Haydeu of Bath, Hopkinsou of Fort Fairfield,
McLellan of Portland, Bradford of YVintbrop,
Grant of Ellsworth, anil Page of Berwick.

slate,

House of Empire Engine Co., 42.
»
Xo. 4 ( filtre Street, New York, Dec. 4, 1862. J
J. B. Johnson, Esq.—Dear Sir :—The Engine
you
furnished this Company has now been iu service
eighteen mouths, and has attended and been at work
at all the tires of any account in the 7th and 8th Disat all times to our
trict«, and has
perfect
satisfaction. \Ve flatter ourselves upon having the
finest Steamer in America. We have not jump· <1 at
this conclusion, but have had the
demonstrated
on many a well fought field.
At a fire in Bridge
street, last February, the Machin»· was in service
twenty-two and a half (22j) consecutive hours without a stop, the hose being led out over a
five-story
warehouse, and twelve lengths of hose on. the Eugine here did great exeeutiou. We would recommend such a Machine to any Company about
purThomas W. Koe,
Yours, &c.,
chasing.
Foreman of Eugiue Co. 42.
t.

11 ixon, of

St. Lone, Jan. 8.
Gen. Curtis has received the following disfrom
Gen. Brown :
patch

thing:

I

·Ι,η

our works.
Our forces are well advised
of their movements.

doing

Will

ίΤΙΛΚΚΙΕΙ).

storm

ments

OLUB

P. M.

fortifications.
Our forces now occupy the whole country
bordering 011 the lake, the enemy having returned with their transporta and gone down
the Yazoo. The enemy have left Chickasaw
Bayou, and are reported going on their transports to Snyder's Bluff 011 the Yazoo, where,
it is supposed, they will make an attempt to

1

NEW_ADVERTISEMENTS^
THE ήϊΕ TREE STATE

Ï Sr-otriceopen daily (Sunday· excepted) trom g
<)n Sundavs, from 8| to 9j A. M.

New Yobk, Jan. 0.
The following is from a Richmond paper:
Vk ksiu ltu, Jan. t.
Skirmishing continued all day yesterday,
but no general engagement iv
expected until
the arrival of McClernand and Sherman with
the balance of the Yankee army. We are
contident of our ability to hold
Vicksburg
against any force the Federals may bring
against it. This morning our forces advanced
against the enemy, who were erecting works
oil the lake, causing them to evacuate their
position, leaving Ally stand of arms, nine prisoners, and all their implements for erecting

I
1802. J
J. Β. Johnson, Esq.—Dear Sir.—The 3d ('lass
Steamer, No. 20, which was furnished to this Company nineteen month.- ago, lias, oil every occasion,
given the mo«t perfect satisfaction—no Steam Engine
in New York has had ax many rune, or been at work
at as many tires.
The Machine has run to 241) alarms,
and has worked at 98 tires; has never failed or broke
down at any tirets as yet, her carriage, running gear,
and all oî lier machinery is as good now art when we
received her from you—the only repairs being the
removal of some of the tubes in the boiler, caused by
the neglect of our first Engineer, by getting the water too low in the boiler. At a tin· in the 8th District the Machine worked .'{2 hours, doing spleudidly,
and came home in as good condition as when she
rolled out. At a tire corner of Mott and Canal street,
we work d the Machine 6J hours, two streams
each,
one inch and one-halt pipe—every «ne being purthe work which is
prised at so small a Machine
for
a
considered good
first class Engine.
Kichakd M. Jordan Elus, Foreman.
Ko β eut Ν. Campbell, Representative.
Charles Ε. Struck, Engineer.

and 19) Γ. M.

Λ. II to ί* P. M.

The Siege of Vicksburg not Given up.—The
whole federal Force not yet arrived.

House of Jeffeilson Engine Co., 20,
Ao. 148 FtJ'th St., New York, Dec. 0,

At 11 o'clock the Senate went into convention with the House, for which proceedings

times thanked Mr.
to the mere accidental turn of fortune's wheel,
again. I'pon the Board
last night 1 read the welcome
the old and influential mem'jers, who knew
tidings that
"Wilkes had taken the
all the ropes, having uniformly a better "streak
Virginia," which was
an Anglo-reliel steamer like the
of luck" than the verdant and unsophisticated
Alabama, one
of our dear foster-mother's lovn-Utkens.
new members.
The tragedy iu Dorchester, by which a man
wife came to their deaths in a
single
Wednesday morning, before the House was and Ills
day, has not been thoroughly investigated yet.
called to order, quite a sizable cat was discovWhen it is reported u|k>ii I shall
try to let you
ered beneath this white heap, or thi'i lottery,
know the unpublished particulars.
The Legislature was convened on Wednesby which impartial justice is meted out to the
day. There was the same good old-fashioned
assembled wisdom.
A box containing 151
air about the members that
always see iu
numbers—corresponding to the numbering of the State House. How canyou
a Massachusetts
the seats—is presented to each "rep" as he
Legislature go wrong? It meets in a spot
hallowed by so many
walks up to the Messenger's stand to receive
revolutionary memories,
that one is always expecting to see John Hanhis package of stationery, from which to draw
cock or Sain. Adums coining out of some of
his seat. One of the past unfortunates, smellthe doors. Besides these
intangible monitors
ing a rat In the box, proposed to have the there are many which are visible to all.
them
are
the Buttrick cannon, and
numbers counted before the drawing comAmong
the Washington mementoes, and the
menced ; the proposition was warmly secondportraits
of the Governors. And there is, high
up oil
ed, when lo! more than twenty numbers were the wall of the Representative Hall,
facing tlie
found wanting, not one of them from the back desk of the Speaker and clerk, a melancholy
lots, but all froin the dress circle! Who it is ichthyological cassandra. This sad-eyed codfish gazes with
equanimity u|m>ii the new and
so deficient in mathematical
gifts that he could uneasy representatives,
saying silently but
not count the small number, but was
obliged forcibly, "try, my friends, to get along as well
as I do. now that we are
to commence with twenty-five or
both out of our natthirty, no J ive
one pretends to know ; but in
eleinq|it!"
justice to all parIu front of the State House is the statu'; of
ties It should be stated that the new Messenj Webster. He holds in his right hand a scroll,
111 Ills left a Koinau Fasces.
ger—Mr. Goudy—was not then chosen, and
Although the
statue has been severely criticised it is a work
the person in charge ol' the box declared his
of inuch merit, and represents the
and
asserted that the box was pregreat statesInnocence,
man as we all love best to think of
him, the
pared by an old official. Of course a new deal Defender of the Constitution.
Moxie.
was called lor, and it was
superlatively amus-

ing

was

cie payments.
A Committee was ordered to be
contract for binding and printing.

reality a fine room,
papered. There are

appropriate stands:

to return

expected

Emerson,
Pike, Smith. Stevens, Crane, White, Jordan,
Doe. Josselyu, Merrow. Pluinmer, and Colby.
On Hilts in the Second Reading.—Messrs.
Milliken of Kennebec, Klliot, l)uren, Roberts,
Seabury, Beal, Barrows, Stair, Milliken of
Hancock, Wiggin, Philbrook, and Moore.
Passed to be Engrossed.—Act ceding territory in Kittery to the United States. Act extending and legalizing the suspension of spe-

papers from California and Calais, Melbourne
ami Montreal. (But I don't see the Trees.)
There are maps of American and European

sails at live o'clock.

Capital.

On

and is in
well

was

Committees :

minute

Postoflice building
large, well lighted,

One member of the dele-

away, but

opposed by Messrs.
Merrow of Sagadahoc, and Wiggin of York,
anil was lost—S to 12—and the original motion was adopted.
The President announced the following

The

instantly, and we are left to wait
longer, and then tile quick janitor
again swings open the door of his Babel and
reaches a little piece of white paper, 011 which
is written in a clerkly hand these answering
words, "A. M. Gold 1,34 3-8."
lu short, there is no admittance, to that
chamber where forty or fifty men are trying to

candidate.

7.4.Γ> Α. M

EASTERN—Arrive· at 1.60 P. M. CIowk at 12 M.
KLKlil'E—t loae» every Saturday at 1J# ρ M.
CANADA—Arrive» at 1.60 P. M. ( low·» at 12 M.
COl'.MKV MAILS—Arrives about 6 P. M. Cloic at
»

a

following certificates should be made
public. Other purchasers have expressed a
readiness to give like recommendations.
They cannot but satisfy every one m regard
to the power ami durability of the
Engines
made by the Portland Company, and that the
statement referred to, whether made through
ignorance, or with design to injure our business, is entirely without foundation.
Office of the Port laud Co., Jan. β, 1803.
Per order of the Directors,
II. J. LITTLE, President.

by
Councillors, for the reason
delegation had been unable to

The amendment

door is shut

a

a

gation was
to-day.

that inasmuch as

that the

six

that the Waldo
select

mechanics,

statement
has been made to the effect, that the Steam
Fire Engines made at our Works "have proved
failures in every instance where they are used,"

Mr. Roberts of Waldo moved to amend

choosing only

The door gapes open half a yard and
man peers out at the new-com-

Ask

our

A motion was made to go Into Convention
at 11 o'clock, for the purpose of electing State
officers and seven Councillors.

little anxious

crs.

It is due to the Stockholders of the Portland Company, as well as to the reputation of

received from the

ble.

the door and go in. Alii you can't? Wait a
minute and somebody will come to see what is

a

was

9,1863.

Jan.

Secretary of State, transmitting the report of
the Liquor Commissioner. Laid upon the ta-

j
j dingy pairs ol stairs, till we reach a small entry having nothing peculiar about it. Upon
ready
the door is a very unassuming notice, "Brokover the President's proclamation of freedom ;
er's Board." The busy people within the
a responsive strain arises from Boston ; and in
closed room are making a hubbub very much
due course of time a feeble echo will doubtlike that at a ladies' "Soldier's Sewing Circle"
from
Portland.
The
back
leas roil
proclama- only
perhaps a little more subdued. Nevertion, these melodious gentlemen urge, would
theless, it is noisy enongh. "Pepperell,"
be unconstitutional in time of peace. This
"Quincy," "Gold," "1,34 3-4" "Treasury Sixproposition looks plausible, and you grant it es" "Demand notes," and nobody knows what,
perhaps : and then they turn upon you and are rattled off at a bewildering rate.
Open
rend you, for they stand prepared to show,
The Kmaiicipation Proclamation.
The opposition pre«s of New York have alsounded the key note <>f a cat's concert

ΓΙίΕββ.)

TO THE DAILY

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
MAIL ΑΒΗΛΝΟΚΜΚΧΤβ.
WESTERN—Arrive» »t 12«i and 7) P. M. Clown at

Distinguished representatives from nearly every portion of the State participated in the
proceedings, which were witnessed by a vast
concourse of people.
Gov. 8anford presided.
At preceisely 12.30 I'. M., the Governor struck
iu the spade lor tile railroad embankment in
front of the city.
Appropriate and éloquent
speeches were made. Charles Crocker, of the
tlrm of Charles Crocker <fc Co.,contractors for
the first eighteen miles of the road, announced
that all the arrangements had been completed,
and that the work of grading the route and
building the bridge over American lliver,
would proceed w ithout delay.

three years since. Within that period
they
have executed orders from New York; Phila-

Webster's Statue.
Saturday Moraine. January 10, 1803.

lature adjourned in honor of the occasion.—

The Portland Company commenced the
manufacture of Steam Fire Engine» some

j

CASH CAPrTAL AND SURPLUS OTEBMOO.OOO.
Pruflti inuiially divided. 75per cent, to tkadMlvr·.

Charter Oak Fire and H arise Int. Co.,
Of Uabtpokd, Ct.
CASH CAPITAL AM) SURPLUS 9300,000.

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..
Or Brookltx, Si* To··.
CAPITAL AND 8URPLU8 OVER M00.00D.

Hampden Fire

Insurance Co..

Or SruioriiLD, Mam.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER OMO.OOO.

Conway

Fire Insurance

Company,

Ov Borros, Mass.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER «00.000.

Fire and Harine Ins. Co

Fiacataqna

,

Or'Soux·
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER βΚΟ,υυβ.

Union Fire Insurance Company,
Cub

Or Baxuoi, 1e.
Capita], paid Id and invented according to law,
«luu.ooo.

Commercial Hutual Harine Ins. Co.
Niw York

CAPITAL AJiD SURPLUS 9060,000.

CASII

JEtna Life Insurance
OV H A

RTFORl),

Company,

COHH.

CAPITAL ÀKO SURPLUS OVER «900,000.

Oate
toraer ol
.Ullk Street»

an<l

Pedlaad.

ΓΟΒ THE

AGENT

Liverpool,

Etrbtnfr

N. Tork &

Philadelphia

STEAMSHIP COMPANY,
—AID

TBI-

Bay 8tate Line

of

8teamers,

FALL RIVER TONEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

VIA

TICKETS POM SALE.
ST*Insures BuiMinas, Vetsel· in port, MerohanHousehold Furniture, ltck a* ai u at lota by Fire.
9100,000 taken on auy deeirable Risk.
Losses· paid at the Portland OAee.
ALSO, LIFE INMt'RAStE.

dlw,

janT tf

10,000 Orange·,

Only 20 Cents

per Dozen !

ALLEY'S FRUIT
IS ft 15

Exchange

STORE,
Street.

Jan9 Ulw

Removal
The

*

udmiftiMl has removed hie Offlee to

Ho Ιββ Fore St, head of

Long Wharf,

'Whore he ia prepared to write any amount of

narinr, Flrr and Life ■maraiirr,
that may

be wanted.

M. W. Jit XGEK.
JanT cl3m

"Home Again!"
undersigned would inform hi· oid friend $
and the public, that after an absence of "twentyAve years, he has returned to hia native place and
purchased of Mr. Thomaa Richards hia intereat in
the

THE

Washington

Λ

Street

Bakery,

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
found in similar establish men ta ; and he hopes. by
close application to business, and au endeavor to
please, to merit a share of patronage

M. BK-4DISH.
GOOD FAM1L Τ

quantifie·*

FLOUR by lb.· barrel,

SPECIAL

CANAL

in Imi
dec® tf

or

MEETING.
BANK.

UK Shareholder* of thia Bank are notified to
meet at their Banking Room on Monday. %>th
iimt., at II o'clock A.M., to fill a vacancy In the
Board of IMreeton.

Τ

m

Bv

vote

of the Director*.

J. B. SCOTT, Cashier
td
Portiaad. January 9. 1W.

REWARD !
DOLLARS will be given for the detection
and conviction of any person or persons stealing
papers from the doors of our unbacHbers.

FIVE
deo36

PUBLISHERS OK TUE ΡΕΓββ.

■ Α Τ Τ Ε R 8

ABOUT

TOWN

BY TELEGRAPH.

BelKtious Notices.
E^Divlne service awl a sermon may bo expeete*
Church,to-morrow evening at 7 o'clock

TO

at St. Luke's

[y nev. rrofessor (ieo. Shepard ofc Bangor, wi,

preach

Portland

in State street Church to-morrow.

Rev, C. I'nrrinjton, Chaplain of the Maine 7tl
regiment, will preach to-morrow afternoon, at < a-c
street Chancli, at 3 o'clock Γ. M.

It Rev Kr. Hayden deliver» hie sixth Discours
on the I took of Revelations to-morrow morning, a

Nomination·

by

the

Revenue.

tf

Senator Fessenden'e Finance Measure.

Court—-Jan. 9.

The liquors seized a short time siuce, on the
premises of John Sheridan, and E. Gammon

The McDowell and Porter Court .Martinis.

declared forfeited to the city, no
et ale.,
persons appearing to claim the same. On the
premises of Sheridan about 200 gallons, of dif-

The Senate to-day confirmed the nominations of Ale*. W. Kandall of Wisconsin to be
1st Assistant Postmaster General; Seth C.
Hawley of New York as Consul to Nassau N.
P.; W in. C. Moorhen J Postmaster at Zanesville: Capti. Farraçilt, Goldsboro,
Dupont
and Foote to be liear Admirals in the Navy
from July 1(1, 1H»12, on active list; Capt. Chits.
Stewart to be Hear Admiral from same date
on the retired list.
KobL W. Taylor has been nominated for 1st
Comptroller of the Treasury, vice Whittlesey,

were

ferent

kinds,

were

seized.

Mm O'Dormell, for malicious mischief in
breaking glass in the «hop window of James
Dumphey, was fined one cent and costs,

amounting

to

Neal Carlin pleaded guilty to a search and
aeiaure proceed. He waa sentenced to pay a
line of tanaty dollars and costs, and in default
thereof M be committed to the County Jail
for thirty days. Committed.
Mary Chambers, for larceny of a child's
cloak from the Center street school house was
lined Ave dollar* and cost*. Committed,
Catherine English, for drunkennees and disturbance, was fined three dollar* and costs.—

deceased.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue lias
that gravestones and monuments
made to order from the rough material from
or
plans
designs are not manufactures under
the excise law, and as such are exempt from
taxation, provided that no monument or gravestone shall lie considered as made to order
which Is wrought from the block or slab before the order for it is given.
Senator Fessenden'e finance measure, in
amendment of the House scheme, authorizes
the borrowing of $200,000,000 iu coupon bonds
at interest not exceeding six per cent., ÎÔO,000,000 to be issued in Treasury, payable in
two years, and bearing interest at four per
cent., and $50,000,000 in legal tender notes
without interest. This bill also authorizes the
Issue of fractional bills less than one dollar, in
addition to postal currency, exchangeable in
sums of three dollars for notes or stnm|>s or
other public dues.
In the McDowell court of inquiry Brig. Gen.
Roberts, late Gen. Pope's chief of cavalry,
was examined with reference to tlie battle of
Cedar Mountain. He explained at length and
in detail all the movements of the troops of
Gens. Banks and McDowell on that occasion,
nud said that Gen. Banks himself brought on
that engagement, ayd not the enemy. Ou the
discovery of the much greater foree of the
enemy than Gen. Hanks, he believed the witness was the first to notify Gen. Pope of the
fact. He also explained the importance of
having Gen. McDowell's force just where they
were at the time of JJie battle, under the information with reference to the force of the enemy and their movement» which Gen. Banks
sent liack to the headquarters of Gen. Pope.
The Porter court martial sat with closed
doors to-day. in consultation upon points unknown to the public until they adjourned for
the day. The defence of Gen. Porter is expected to be read to-morrow.

decided

Committed.

tr One of the most con renient articles
tor the writing-desk is "Shaving's Patent Eraser,n for the. counting room, studio, sanctum
«ehoolroom. It combines an eraser, burnisher .paper cutter,paper folder and pencil sharor

pener, and can be used for either of these purpose· as conveniently as can a penknife for the
purpose* for which it isinteuded. It is no hum-

bng, is not complicated, has neither joints nor
■pHngs, is as compact as the simplest pencil,
and can,t fail to please. For sale in all well
regulated book and fancy stores.
Last Chance.— The last afternoon performance for children of Wesley's War Tab-

leaux, takes place this afternoon at Deering
Ball, and there are to be but two tnoré evening exhibitions, which take place this and
Monday evening. To all who have not seen
*

Confirmed
Senate.

it we would say, embrace the present opportunity and go to-night, or you will regret it
when too late. It is one of the best exhibitions we have ever seen, and all should see it.

W-We are requested to say that persons
holding Portland Sugar Company "Barrel
Checks," will confer a favor on the Company
by presenting them for redemption immediately, at the office of J. B. Brown A Sons, corner of Commercial and Maple streets.
They
will be redeemed when presented in any quantity.

FROM NEWBERN.

Protest against the

Wilmington

during the evening. It was one
the most quiet evenings we have witnessed
th<s city for a long time.

your children to see
War Tableaux this afternoon.

of
in

for
the

Weelej'e

Whose fault is it ?
was

burnt

Run* the Blockade.

S

ÎT Several of the Annual Reports from
Augusta shall be attended to forthwith.
fry* Hou. Lot M. Morrill, of the U. S. Senate, has our thanks for his kind attentions.
The Bangor Whig has not been received at the Press Office for several days.
sr The

Sur-

Jan. 5th,
I
via Fortress Monroe Jan. 8th. f
The returns of the Congressional election
held on tlie 1st Inst., in four οΓ the eleven
counties of the 2d district, comv in slowly.
Later returns are more favorable to Mr. Foster, the Free Ι.ηΙηιγ candidate, who received
the solid vote of all tlie Nor ill Carolina I'nion
soldiers, who are qnaliHed electors, inasmuch,
however as tlie oath of allegiance was not exacted of voters.
Gov. Stanley's candidate,
Mr.Piggott, has doubtless received a considerable majority in the district. The entire vote
polled will not reach 800. The impression
neraily prevails lie lu that Congress will rese to recognize the validity of the election,
in consequence of the reception of many disloyal votes which were received in accordance
with the express instructions of the Military
(Governor. The Union and Fre«| Labor men
of Eastern North Carolina are to hold an Indignation meeting to protest against the recognition, and to appoint an attorney to go to
Washington to expose and dispute It. The
immediate removal of Gov. Stanley will also
be demanded.
Richmond papers of late date have been received here. The following are extracts from
the Inquirer:
An order was recently issued to burn Wilmington before being allowed to fall into the
hands of the enemy.
H'ilmituflon, I). C., Ihtc. 30.—The large iron
steamer <iiraft'e, with a valuable cargo of Government stores and a special messenger from
Europe, arrived at a Confederate port this

if The attention of commercial men and
•hip owners is Invited to the advertisement of
Marine Railway chains, and track irons, in
aao her column.

Send

before

Nkwbebx,

Havana Oranges.—B. W. Jones, No. 115
Fore street, has received a fresh lot of prime
Hlkana oranges, sweet and juicy, which lie
will sell very cheap,

IVSteamship Anglo Saxon will sail
Liverpool this afternoon. Mails close at
Post-office in this city at 1.30 P. M.

of the Elec-

tion.

Burned
rendered.

Bteamer Glrafle

Somkthiku Singular.— At 11 o'clock
last evening, the cells in the lockup were empty of tenants—not a person having been

Validity

to be

and West

in

morning.
The Dispatch of 3d says Kev. Dr. Moses D.
Hoye of Kiclimond has sailed from a Confederate port for Europe, to procure Bibles. The
Virginia Bible Society has authorized him to

American Hotel at

Niagara Falls
last Monday. Ixws on buildings
furniture $4000; no insurauce.

$8000; on
Ο The Brunswick Telegraph has pronounced the President's proclamation,"a meas-

procure 35,000 Bibles and Testaments.

Springfield Captured by the Rebels.

The democrat· in the New Tork Legislature it is said, admit their inability to elect
a V. S. Senator.
Fernaudo Wood bas been
•spiring for Senatorial honors.

2000 Federals taken Prisoners.

Large

w- Returns

show that in every county in
Canada but one, more wheat is raised than is
consumed, allowing Ave bushels for the conin Lon-

St. Lot:is, Jan. 0.
Telegraphic communication with Springfield ceased at 3 o'clock this morning. The

donderry, N. 11., was burnt on the 30th ult..
together with a large quantity of hay and
grain, three cows, a yoke of oxeu and a horse.
yy~ The Somerset Farmer says that
Messrs. R. E. Lyon Λ Co., manufacturers at
Skowhegan, are carrying on a series of experiment·, In order to test the practicability of a
partial substitution of wood for rags in the

enemy entered our stockade yesterday afterOur force was reported to l>e 2000
nooD.
strong, with two pieces of artillery.
Springfield contains a very large amount of
Fifteen
army stores, arms, and ammunition.
four horse teams and thirty men. belonging to
the Telegraphic corps, were supposed to be i
captured a few miles south of Springfield.
Gen. Brown's left shoulder Is badly shattered. He will have to submit U> amputation to
save his life.

manufacture of paper.

f y George W. Warren, eon of Rev. Wm.
Warren of Gorhani, a gifted young man about
22 years of age, who was for some mouths editor of the Bridgton Reporter, died at Gorham,
last Sabbath evening from congestion of the
lungs, after a coinfluemeut of only 30 hours.
jy~ The statement of the Advertiser that
Mr. John F. Rich of this city was engaged

From Mobile—Rebels Stealing Contraband·
—Escape of Negroes to our Line·.
Washington. Jan. 9.
A private letter from the blockading fleet off
Mobile, dated Dec. £1(1, says many deserters
report that General Hardship commands In
Mobile, and that they have beef once a week,
and oysters only at all other times! They
have no sugar, uo tea and no coffee.
The pirate Oveto is still in the harbor. Our
fleet expects her to stay there.
Information from the army of the Potomac
shows that our pickets extend from Falmouth
to King (Jeorge Court House, about 22 miles.
Contrabands agree in stating that rebels
excursions are nightly made below the Court
House for a long distance, and negroes are
carried away and sent South.
The greater portion of the slaves in Long
Neck land, between the Itappahnnnock and the
Potomac, have already escaped to our lines,
bringing with them their master's teams and
other property. They avail themselves ol the
night for their exodus.

months ago as reporter for that paper,
the Argus and the Press, it untrue, so far as
tM* paper is concerned. Mr. Rich has nevei

some

been

our

reporter,

we are aware

iy

The

never

has claimed to be that

of.

Sanitary Commission have

re-

ceived advices from their
agents at Nashville
Teun., stating that their supplies are withic
reach of the wounded at Murfreesboro', thai

everything necessary is at hand, and that th(
objects of the Commission will be fully realized.

We have received from
25th Maine regiment, a

an

officer it

Co. E,
sharp rebuke
Intended for some of his fellow townsmen, and
fellow-townsmen of the memliers of that coin
pany, for their alleged ingratitude towards ar
efficient and faithful officer. We know noth
ing of the matter alluded to, and don't sei

why our paper should become the medium ο
castigation so indefinite in its terms an<
meaning. If our correspondent wishes U
speak oat plainly, so that the innocent may no
receive a lash intended only for the
guilty, wi
will do what justice may seem to
require.
»

of Army Stores, Arms, Ammunition, &c., Captured.

amount

GEN. BROWN KICItlOt SLY WOUNDED.

sumption of each individual.
Twiss,

New Yokk, Jan. 9.
Tlie Commissioner of Internal Revenue has
decided that any revenue stamp except pro-

The Senate passed the bill -for the relief ol
the Norwegian bark Admiral Tordenheim.
Mr. Fessenden, from the committee on Finance, reported back the joint resolution foi
the prompt payment of our sMdiers, sailors
and marines, with an amendment as a substitute.
Mr. Sumner introduced a bill to suspend the
sale of lands on the islands on the coast of So.
Carolina and Georgia, in and al>out Port Royal. Referred to Military Committee.
Mr. Saulsbury presented the credentials of
Hon. Jaines A. Bayard, re-ele.cted United
Stiites Senator from the State of Delaware for
six years Irotn the 4th of March next.
The Senate went into executive session.—

prietary, can lie used lor its amount on any
instrument, thus virtually abolishing the great
variety of stamps now used.
It is understood that Secretary CHase will

tlesey.

United States Senator·.
The

j

Dktboit, Mich., Jan.
Legislature yesterday re-elected

8.
Mr.

Chandler Senator for six years.
Doveb, Del., Jan. 1».
Mr. Bayard has been re-elected Senator,
The vote stood Bayard 19, Bradford 10.

Trom Key West.
New Yokk, Jan. 9.
The steamer Baltin or from
Key West 5th
has arrived.
The city government there was to be handed
over to the civil authorities.

Exchange

Street·

4. Amount of Capital?
5. Amount of Capital
paid in?
6. Number of shares, and par value of
each? 41*10— 960.
7. Amount of fire risks outstanding?
8. Amount of marine risks
outstanding?
9. Total amount of
outstanding risks?
10. Amount of United .States stock or treasury notes owned by the Company?
State amount of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
Cnited
States Five per cent. 18*V>. μ. v. per sh.

ALBUMS,

large assortment of

a

Oift Books and

Fancy Articles,

—Von

Chrhtmus & New Year's Presents·
dec23 8w

NOTICE
I have

*1000-2000

TO

fine lot of

a

KILLICKINICK TOBACCO,

General

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

Cairo, Jan. 9.
There is nothing from Vicksburg to-day.
The Jackson Appeal characterizes the fight
that took place as a trivial affair as far as the
rebels were concerned, and says their loss was
small, and places the federal loss at 20U0. It
regards the federals falling back as a trap auguring no good tothe reliel cause.
The telegraph is in working order from here

The House went into Committee of the
Whole, and resumed consideration of the Executive, Legislative, Ac., appropriation bill.
Several arguments were made, injiuding a
proviso that no part of this appropriation shall
be paid for the mileage of Senators and Representatives beyond the sum of ten cents per
mile each way. The bill then passed.
The consular and diplomatic appropriation
bill was then considered. The bill passed.
Mr. Odell presented the petition of the principal ship owners for a reduction of the onerIt is now ten cents per
ous tax upon vessels.
ton ou each entry.
They ask the tax to be
made annually, or at a reduced rate each lime
of entry.
The House then went into Committee of the
Several speeches
Whole for general debates.
were made, when the committee rose and the
House adjourned to Monday.

to

The steamboat Metamora with «ι flag of
truce left for City Point this afternoon with
about 120 woman and children from Norfolk.
From California.—Loss of a Portland Vessel.
Sax Francisco, Jan. 9.
A caucus to nominate a candidate for Senator is called for next Tuesday.
The sliip F. W. Bailey of Portland, sailed
yesterday for l'uget sound. When outside of
the harbor she drifted ou a shoal and went to
pieces. The captain and 15 of the crew were
ι drowued. Only 5 were saved.

Africa at Halifax

Halifax, X. S., Jan. 0.
steamship Africa, Capt. Lott, from Livanil
Qutenstown Dec. 2Stli,
erpool Dec. 27tli
arrived here this morning.
The steamships City of Manchester and Sax-

PORTLAND, Mi.
JOIIX T. ROGERS.

January 1st,

The Christmas holidays have completely

commerce, and her political news
is likewise almost a blank.
The London Daily News editorially denounces the miserable spile which is constantly being shown between Americans and Knglish,
which creates and sustains the risk of war.—
It looks on the contributions to relieve the
Lancashire distress as an honest and true
manifest of the abiding American feeling towards England, and sets lliein against the
many heligerent threats liaviug nothing whatIt
ever in them but a passion of the moment.
On the whole, we rest
concludes as follows:
on two convictions, viz., that there will be no
war between the two countries, and that
whether there is a war or not, the responsibility for it already rests with those of our countrymen who, out of the repose and peace at
home, speak and write whatever is most irritating to a people subject to irritatiou, of revolution and war.
The City of Manchester took out, via Cape
Race, accounts of the battle of Nov. 13, at

j

I

Western

j

Beef—quiet.

.Sugar—active

and

Muscavado9j

jc better; Nçw Orleans 10i @

ft 10; Havana at 10 ft 11.
Coffee—quiet aud firm; Java 34.
New
OrleftBi 37.
;
Molasses—quiet
Freights to Liverpool—firmer ; cotton nominal;
flour
2^;
grain
ft
;
6J
<Jd for corn aud wheat iu bulk
aud ship's bags.
Wool—firm with a good deinaud.
12 3-16;

j

Stock Market·
Nkw York, Jan. 9.
Second Hoard—8tocks lower aud leas active.
86?
I Chicago k Rock Island,
82
[ Cleveland Λ Toledo
Catena & Chicago,
83
Clevelaud & Pittsburg
Illinois Central scrip

64
86
91
944
864

Michigan Southern guaranteed,
Michigau Central,

Fredericksburg.

Heading
Harlem,
Hudson,

Thn Loudon Times thinks it plain that Gen.
Burnside received a damaging repulse. If he
retrieves it by force or strategy, ne is a great
general. Renewed attacks, after days of interval, do not often succeed ; but he may carry the enemy's works or turn them. If, however. he should fail once more, he has put himself in the most disastrous position known to
a general, and an enterprising enemy ought,
according to all rules of warfare, to destroy
him, horse and foot.
The Times again adverts to and dissects the
recent American diplomatic correspondence,
and says that had Mr. Seward consulted his
own reputation, he would lurt have published
many of these private letters, as they were,
essentially, written before the battle of Fred-

Erie

Erie

31J

88*

preferred,

93|
69'
113]
148]

New York Central,
Pacific Mail,

Cumberland preferred,
American Gold,
Chicago, Burlington k Quincy

"»

Missouri 6'e
Teuueesee6's
United States demand notes
United States 6's one year certificates,
T/eaeury 7 3-10ths
Unit«nl "States 5's 1847 registered
United States 5's 1874 coupons.
United States 5's of 1881 coupous,

20
138
99

66j

62)

135)

97
103
98
90
98

DST-Mr. Iliram Crowell, a fanner in West
j Waterville, about 75 years of age, died very
ericksburg.
The New York correspondent of the Times
saddenly oil Sunday evening last. lie was apeulogises the passage of the ltappahanock by ! parently in his usual health, but, says the
the Federals, as one of the noblest episodes of
! Mail, after assisting in carrying in a quarter
the war.
In a subsequent telegram per China, the ] of beef, fell upon the floor and immediately
»ame correspondent pronounces the battle o|
expired.
Fredericksburg one of tlx; tiercest and decidedly the most calamitous of the war to the
NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA
Federal army, and says that the troops fought
with most determined courage, but Lêe's posiOYSTERS,
tion was impregnable.
The Pope lias sent 10,000 francs fur Mie relief
of distressed workmen in the department of
the Lower Seine, France, as a mark of sympathy and gratitude for tokens of devotion
received from France.
Humors had been current of a proposed new
treaty between France and Spain, respecting
Mexico, but they are said to be without foundation.
The Cardinal Archbishop of Paris Is seriously ill. He has received extreme unction.

ALItlOA

129

ALSO

!

ENGLISH ALE ON DRAUGHT

I

Rear U. S. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland
dec'23 3m

G. D.

MILLER, Proprietor,

Proposals for 4'tly

Tomb.
City of Portland.
I
January 9th, 1)^63. (
PROPOSALS will be received by the
Committee on Cemeteries and Public Grounds,
I at th«i oftce of City Eugineer, until Mondav. the 26th

Garibaldi
Cuprena on the 22d.
The Pope did not officiate at the Vaticai
Christina* day, owing to a slight indie posi
tion ; he however received diplomatic corps.

SEALED

GREECE.
that two of the

It is asserted
Great Power
in favor of the Ionian Isles being cedet
to Greece, on the grouud that if the present
protectorate ceases they would become a permanent focus of insurrection.
The uncertainty as to the future King was
giving rise to disorder in various parts ο
Greece.
[Latest via. Qupcnstown.]
Liverpool, 27th,evening.—Business is stil
suspended by the holidays.
The China's news of the Federal defeat al
Fredericksburg has been the universal topi<
to-day, and the friends of the North are g read;

II

are not

inet.. for the construction of a Tomb in Evergreen
Cemetery, a» per plane and specification» which may
be seen Ht City Engineer's Office. The Committee
reserve the right to reject proposals not satisfactory.
Per order of Committee.
A. K. 8HUKTLEFF, Chairman.
jar9 td

PATTERN S !

Ladies, Qentlemen and Boys.
41—Evehange St—41

For

disappointed.

The general deduction drawn in Liverpool
is unfavorable for an early peace.
The Times again adverts to the animosit;
of the Federals against England, and assume: 1
that a lack of sympathy is England's on!;
cause of offence.
It seeks to justify that cause
The Daily News replies to a letter from Mr
Buxton, M. P., in which that gentl»man ques
tions the effect of the emancipation scheme •
and says it prefers to believe that the salvatioi
both of the negro and the white race wil
spring out of the war, rather than to accep t
Mr. Buxton's sinister predictions.

nov20 eodtf

Tuesday.

Gen. Corooran advancing on the Rebel.
Baltimore. Jan. 9.
The correspondent of the American at Sul
folk says that Gen. Corcoran yesterday ail
vanced on the reliels at Blackwater in forct
and will give (Jen. Pryor au opportunity for
ttght If he desires it.
A special messenger from Admiral Farragu ►
passed through this eity to Washington thi 5

SON~_

English. Frixits,

GOODS,

Cottons and

16.
17.
18.

SILKS, WOOLENS, DELAINES,
and all other good* usually found in

.A.

19.

20.

Dry Goods Store I
We

21.
22.

also Agent* for Foy's

are

Corset and Skirt

23.

Supporter.

l'ortlaud, Jan. 2d. 1363.

24.
25.
26.

jau3 2m

Foreign Patents.

Company*

Late

Agent qf V. S. Patent Office, Washington,
(muter the Act of 1887.)
70 State Street, opposite Kilby Street,

Β Ο STΟ Ν
extensive
of upwards of twenty yea e,continues to secure Patente in the L'uited States: also in Great Britain, France, and other
forciftu countriw. Caveats, t»i»ecilfeatlone, Bonds,
Assignments,and all Papers or Drawing* fbr Patente,
executed on liber»! terme, and with despatch. Researches made into American or Foreign work*, to
determine the validity or utility of Patente or Invention.·»—and legal or other advice rendered in all matters
touching the MM. I"opie* ot t he claims of any
Patent furnished bv remitting One Dollar. Assignmeute recorded at
The Agency is not only the largest in New England, but through it inventors have ad van tag· e lor
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
inventions,
by, if not immeastirablv superior to, any which can be offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below given prove that none is
MOKE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
than the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGE AND ABILITY, be
would add that he hae abundant rvason to believe,
and can
prove, that at no other office of the kind
are the cliarges for
professional services so moderate
The immense practice of the subscriber during twenty vears past, has enabled him to accumulate a vast
coflectiou of specifications and official decisions relaive to patents.
These, besides his extensive
of legal and
mechanical works,and full accounts of patents granted in the United States and Europe, rende- him able,
question, to offer superior facilities for ob-

AFTER

practice

I

Washington.

unsurpassed

I

beyond

taining patents.
All necessity ot

a

patent,'and

journey

to

the usual

here saved inventors.

Washington,

to

great delay there,

a^ainftt the

Unclaimed dividend*.]

WESLEY'S

are

▲T PEERING HALL.
by

FOR SALE·
"I ίΛ I W ίί Ϊ 6 VKR CENT. 20 > ear· City Bond·.
Αν/·ν/ν/ν"
3.000
Government 6'·—20 year».
7
2.000 Bath 6 e—26 years.
500 Calais 6'·—12* years.
10 Shares International Bank Stock.
2,000 At. k St. Lawrence R. R. Bonds.
he
fiyi
highest premium paid for American Gold,
Silver and Government Coupon·, bv
jan5dlw
WM. H. WOOD.

j

TESTIMONIALS.

tavorable consideration

THE

Fil Η Ε Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
X International Steamship Company will be held
at their office, coruee of L'uion and Commercial Sts.,
on Wednesday, JartOary 14. 1863, at 3 o'clock P. M.,
for the choice of officers, and the transaction of
any
busiuess that may legally coine before them.
H.J. L1BBY, Secretary.
Portland, January 5,1853.
dtd

Cooper*» Shop

to Let.

at

on

Gentleman and his wife, and a few single gen·
J\. tleinen, can be accommodated with board and
pleasant room· at the above house, "No. 37 MIDDLE
A

STREET.

Jan 3—d2w"

account of the sudden and serion· ill ne·· of
Barrow, the Dramatic Entertainment ad·
vertieeti tor Wednesday Evening,
January 7th, I·
postponed. Consequently the Fourth Lecture of the
Course will be delivered at

NEW CITY HALL.
-OS-

Wednesday Evening;,Jan. 14, 1943,
-BY-

HENRY H ARD BEECHER.
Evening Tickets CO cent® each—to be had at Paint'·
Store, the Bookstores, and at the door.
Lecture tocommenc·· at 7$ o'clock.
l'ortiaud, Jan. ô. 1968.
td

Music

Teniprrance

...

TneMlay Kteuiutc, Jaaurr 13th,

Naûaukks-,1. H. BarbeHck, W. II
Hackly Π, C.li. Harris.

Our «

1,496 78

RULES

PEARL.

dor204wd

I'ostlaid, Ml,

FOR SALE & TO LET.
To be Let·
AMBK.KS
second story,
CilMiddle
street—MitchellV Building.
in the

riven

A.

HOUS tt LOT FOR SALE !
snhscriber offers for *ale. at private sale, a desirable House Lot at
Village. Cape Elizabeth. situated on School .Street, being 47 feet on said
street, and extending hack, keeping the nunc width,
90 feet, and beiug Lot No. 12, on Win. Anson'·
plan
of Turner heirs estate at -aid village.
If not disposed of pieviouaiy, the subscriber will
proceed to sell said Lot

THE

Ferry

BY AtCTIOW
the

premise*, on Saturdav, the 10th day of Januarv, 1Λ»ΐ3, at 10 o'clock A. tf.
Vor particular· ei quire of Fessenden k Butler, 6#
Exchange Street, 1'ortland.
JOHN 8. SHOW.
Portland. Dee. 25. 18*3.
dse» dtjanlO*
on

TO KEXT.
modem built HOUSE. No. 30 Dan forth
street, suitable for a genteel family—containing fifteen rooms.
Ensuite of J. Κ KING, in rear of 80 Danforth
I Street.
deelfef

MA

For Male.

<

lor

redemption.

profil tin g .Stamps for redemption mast
separate them according to the different denomina·
tions, and enclose each in a small parcel, and endorse
thereon the number and value of the same. The parcels must then beeucloeed in one sealed euvclope.aud
the aggregate value of the whole marked thereon,
with the name and residence, or place of busiuesa, of
the person, firm, or association owning the same.
1 Bat one
of Stftfupe Will be received from
the same partv. The parcel- as received will be numbered
and a receipt with a
corresponding
number and name thereon, given to the applicant.
3. No payments will be made until alter the expiration ot 3»j days from the date of this notice.
4. Wheu
are readyto be made, the public will be notified thereof by notice posted in the
Avenue of the Poet Office, stating the numbers ready
for delivery, when the holders thereof may receive
their payments on surrendering the receipts held by
them.
o. Only such Postage Stamps at have been in actual circulation as currency will be redeemed. Those
of the old issue, aud those" which have been used for
the
pre-payiiu-nt of postage, if any—which fact will
be determined by this
be retaiued
the
Postmaster and des royed. Stamps which
by
have not been used as currency or in payment of
postage will be returned to Depositors.
ft. Applications for redemption can be made daily
the hours of 9 a.m.
—Sundays
and 3 f.'m., uutil the 31st day of January, 1863. yone
trill be received lifter that date.
7. The undersigned is authorized by the Postmaster
General, whenever he may deem it expedient for the
interest of the Department, to require an affidavit
from any applicant for the redemption of Postage
Stamps, that he obtained the said stamps houestly
and legitimately, aud that they have never been used
on letters.
A. T. DOLE, Postmaster.
Poet Office, Portland, January 1, 1863.
jau2 tf

deposit
regularly;

payments

Department—will

:

Amount of Premium Notes,
Amount of Cash on hand.
Amount of cash iu hand» of

Κ. \· of the P. F. D·

office,

Wednesday Evening, January

on

jaul

Copartnership Notice.
ΓΙ11ΙΕ undersigned have this day formed
JL nership under the style of

To Vet.

£150,000 00

comraodiou* Chamber in the northerly owof the new brick block, orner of Lime and
£treets, directly feeing the market. Kent uv.
Enquire at office of

THE
Milk

ner

:

Sept. Ιδ,

BUTLER &
for the

Copart-

SAVAGE,

transaction of

To Let·
>

Agents,

ociotf

00

#224.795

ing.

3.962.96600
43.868 70

10,562 00
including unpaid dividends,
Largest amount insured on any
one risk,
15.000 00
WM. COM STOCK, President.
(Signed)
Walter Pais*, Secretary.
Providence, Dec. 22,1862.
The State of Rhode Island and Proiideuce Plantation. Providence County se. In l'io\idence this
twenty-second dav of December, A. D. 1862. Then
William Coinstock and Walter Paine personally
apbefore uie. aud the said William Comstock in
his capacity as President, ami the "aid Walter Paine
in his capacity as Secretary, of "Merchants' Insurance Company," severally made oath to the truth
Henry Martin,
of the above statement.
Justice of the Peaoe.
—

peared

JOHN W. Hl'NtiEK A SON,

-A.gen.ts,

Ho. 186 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
Portland, Me.
Jan2

KALP1I HITLER, Jr.,
SAVAGE.
Jan3 d3w

Ε

have

this day formed
undersigned
Til nership
under the firm
of

a

copart-

name

BURGESS,

FOBES Λ CO„

and will continue to manufacture

COLORS, JAPAN, AC.,

! and carry on the same kind of business
firm, in all it· branches, at the old stand,

··

the

old

80 Commercial Street.
HENRY ii. BURGESS,
C HARLES S. FORES.
Portland, Jau. 1st, 1863.
jaul d3w

Urass

and neu Beef.
BISilELS N'cw HERDS GRASS
SEED
7
«lrw
XKI bi.l
BM«. Wi-jtern M«< BEEF,
For ,al« bv
W H SHAW ft SON,

2,0(H)
JaoS 6w

K5 (. ommereial Street

Flour, Pork and Lard.
-ÎW t BBLS. Hemberford Mil)· Flour.
*)' 7v" 200 Bbls. Clear ami Extra Pork.
Mesa
60 ··
lUOTubs Lard, from northern Hog·, of our own
For sale by
packing.
J. T. ROGERS k CO..
No. 129 Commercial Street.
janl 8w

Flour,

THE

Oranges, Oranirn, Orange·.
S« Κ ET ORANliES. jn.t recrtrad
frtiiu .Na>*ua. Ν P., and flbfMile br
I-K.N PERSON ft SABINE,
» Exchange Stmt

"

BY
kind.
habits, employment of
The subscriber is
afraid of work—can write and

Flour.

BRANDS of Wctim and Caaad·
Family FLOU H can always be fouud at 871 Conat
fair
street,
grus
prices—for sale by
WILLIAM L. WILSON.
eodtf
Portland. Dec. 10,18tf2
BEST

>)n<UUt
r\
Wanted.
young man, of good character and steady

jadl dl«

some

tiRASS SEED.

not

speak the Euglish and French languages fluently, if
Address
D M.HUWE,
required.
Portland P.O.
jan7dlw·

Ε

WANTED.
subscriber, having bad considerable experi-

Til
without

in couuection with manufacturing.
capital, wishes to make arrangement» with
means, to operate a mill—either
cotton or wooleu—aud share the protits. Can give
best of refereuce as to character aud ability.
Please address B. WOODWARD, Box 117, South
d«>cl8 eod2m
Berwick. Maine.

unn bushels HERDS GRASS.
CHJU 8000 Lb·. CLOVER,

growth

perton having

Copartnership.

heretofore

existing under the
copartnership
name and style ofcBURGESS BROU, f CO., is
this d*y dissolved by mutual consent.
Either party is authorized to use the naine of the

THE
firm iu

liquidation.

CHAS. S. BUR (.ESS.
H EX Κ Y H. ΒΓ Ht ESS
1.1862.
janl d3w
«

Portland, Jannary

P<»rtodieal Depot For
Sale.
undersigned, being about to change his busiof-

Book and

THE
ness, oflVMiiis stock aud stand for sale. This
hundred dolwith
eMffir for

fers

a man

a rare

lars capita).
Jan 3—dtf

a

few

to CHARLES J. CLARK,
Cor. Congress and Cheatnut sts.

Apply

Copartnership Notice.

JOHN* Α. ΤΙΚ Ό Μ Β was admitted a partner
in our tirin from the iirst instant.
JOHN W. PERKINS * CO
dlw"
Portland, January 9,1863.

MR.

or 1H<0.

DANA * CO.

dec20 dim

At tt'hokttlc !

ence

W. 11.

Portland, January 1, 1863.

recently^

MERCHANDISE.

99,623 51

Amount of premiums thereon,
Am't of all outstanding claims,

a

AT 33 1-2 COMMERCIAL STREET.

The large IIou**· on the corner of Mid*
die
and Willow Street!,
occu"
piei bv Mrs. C. A. Richarde as a board*
hou«e.
Possession given immedi"
inj
For particular* enquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR

|SS1|I| in/
MBBHkatel)

standing,

Dissolution of

Wholesale Commission Business,

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. 37 Exchange St.

18β2

"

Amount ol premiums thereon.
Amount of tire rinks outstand-

some

a

ALSO—

one on Spring ard on· on
Either would be exchanged for a
House.
good Dwelling
For particular» pk-a.se apply at 12? ..Middle Street,
Portland.
N. I. MITCHF""
HELL
0o\4eodtf

9230.733 82

a

14th, at 7$ o'clock, for the choice of Trustees, and the
transaction of other business that ma\ como before
them.
Per order of the President,
J. O TI KESBI BY, Secretary.

—

Laud,

street.

Amount of marine risks out-

excepted—between

The Annual Meeting of the Relief Association of the Portland Fire Department will be held at the Chief Engineer'·

THE HOUSE on the corner of Pro·peet and Caj*co street»—the basement
tiniched for a Store. A good stand lor
a family Grocer.

Two Lot* of

Spruce

bo observed by portons presenting POSTAGE

/ i.Mi's
TO
1. Persons

T. DOLE.

At Ferry Villus*—-Cap*

\»t, 1851.

"

of

janS tf

llVI··»

"

Store 9t
Possession

over

immediately, inquire

ImIIB·
fllHI···

INVESTMENTS.
stock,

POKTLAXD.

onnlry and it· Criai·.

of hie native land, is prepared to respond to the call
of Associations, or Lecture Committees, and
speak
upon either of the following topic*
1. Ois Cocstry—its Minion, its Criei·, Ht Deliveranc· and fl|fc||
2. Thk Nature, Koc?»DATio3t ahd Mission of
Civil Govkrsmkjit, with reference to our present
national conflict.
8. Main·—it* Position, its Past, Its Present, its Interest and Kelations to the Country and its Criai·.
4. "Γηκ Hasokh- Fra ruRsiTY—it· Relation· to
the Country, the Government, and the Conflict—it·
Uture Mission.
Libera], with a view to reach the people.
ddrw.
CYRII.

In Providence, R. I.,

23ΠΟ shares Rank of Commerce
American Bank
800 "
Merchant·' Bank
400
"
< lobe Bank
400
What Cheer Bank
100 "
lOO »
Phenix Bank

J.

janllw·

having returned from three
Τ year»undersigned,
residence in Canada, tu share the fortune·

tbk

cash

Phillip·.

ΗΚ

On the 30th day of November, A. D. 1862.

Capital, all paid in

WITH

Tickets for the Cuerse—|3.fii
First half, 81.75;
Single Tickets, ϊδ cents: Tickets to the liallery, 36
ceuts—to Ik· had of the
Managers and at the door.
C3T"Musie by Chandler's Baud of seven piece·.

Portland, .Vaine.

fray

CLOSE

TO

I*

Hrr#oor>,
Justice of the Peace.

Incorporated

Assembles

comineuee

A Orand Sail!

Merchants' Insurance Co.,

Jan8eodly

Will

AT LANCASTER HALL.

On

tiTATE»E.U

charges."

Second Course of

âTlie

82.¥«0 00
19,704 51

Sax'l P.

or

t«!

ON Mr»

me,

jan2eod3w

u

1. L. A. Lcclim.

5,713 56

JOH\ W nt!V6ER,
No. Ιββ Fore St. head of Long Wharf,

JOHN TAGGART.
During eight months, the subscriber, in course of
his large practice, made on t trier rejected applications, SIXTEEN APPEALS. EVERT ONE of which
was decided in his/acor, by the Commissioner of Patents.
R. H. EDDY.
POST OFFICE

Before

(Signed)

the Patent Office."

cases, and at very reasonable

Street, head of Hobson'· Whirl.
ON Commercial
Inquire of J. H. UAMLEN,
ί LEADS,
Office
Hobson'· Wharf.
eepltf

Payson lionne.

Pos tponeme

28. Amouut of cash received for premiums
on lire rinks?
67,312 89
21). Amount of ca*h received for premium·
on marine risks?
30. Amount of notée received for premium*
on fire risks?
31. Amouut of note* received for premium·!
on marine risks?
32. Amount of cash received for interest?
18,810 91
33. Amount of income received from aJl
other sources*
3*. Amount of lire losses paid last year?
41,710 68
ϋύ. Amount of marine Iomc* paid last year?
8H. Amount of divideud-paid the taut year? 2".iU9 28
37. Amount paid for expense® of otticv?
9,728 6fi
38. Amount of other expenditure**
4.217 71
3U. Amount received in cash tor tire risk·
not terminated ?
63,790 33
40. Amount required to re-insure all out·
standing ri>k** Impossible to determine.
41. Amount of prémuni not·· on risks not
terminated?
42. Amount of delinquent note· not charged to profit aud loss?
48. Highest rate of iutereet received? Six
ceut.
iichevt rate of interest paid on money
borrowed? None.
46. How many shares of the capital stock
are pledged to the Company ?
None.
46. Balance to credit of profit and loaa account?
61,140 96
47. Balance to debit of profit and loua account?
48. How many shares of the capital stock
are owne» by the Company, or not subscribed for? None.
49. What amount of the capital consists of
tlie stockholder·'note·? N' ne.
GEO. A. CURTIS, President.
(Signed)
WM. M. LATUltoP, Secretary.
(Signet!)

true.

E1>.\II'M) BURKE,
Late C'oinmieeiouer of Patents.
"Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applications, on all but ON· of which patents have been
granted, and that is n »»r pemtingm Such uumistftkable proof of great talent and ability on his part
leads m» to recommend alt inventors to apply to hiin
to procure their patents, as they may be sure"of having the most faithful attention bestowed ou their

Portland. January 1,1863.

NOTICE.
subscriber is obliged to call on all person· indebted to him for immediate settlement of their
demands, ae he is about leaving the State.
On, and for a few days after, the 15th of January,
an opportunity will be offered for settlement without
costs, at the office of Dr. Hutchinson, Gray.
WM. WARREN GREENE. M.D.
Gray, January 1, 1803.
jan8 dIOt

CARDS OF ADMISSIOX—Ib
cent·; reserved
scats, 2Λ cents.
HT" Afternoon Exhibition for Children, at the low
price of SIX ( EXTS.
Jan7 M

I'eraaraJly

"I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had official intercourse."
CHARLES MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.
"I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cauuot employ a person mon- competent and
trustworthy, and more capable of putting their application- iu a form to secure for tbem au early and

TABLEAUIt

|?|Thi* wonderful piece of Mechanism should be
nee h
all.

Common wealth of XaMHchaeett».
SrrruLK §s.. Boston, Dec. 14, 1862.
I'teaideut.
appeared George a. Curtis,
an. William M
Lathrop, Secretary of the abovo
Company and severally made oath that the above
statement, bv them «subscribed, is. in their belief

pro-

nERRLVAC,

COXSKCTIOH WITH

WAR

g»r

library

cure a

ΙΛ

in milieu

27. Amount of mil other claims

R. H. EDDY,
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,

an

1,940 00

Company?

None.
Amount of c&*h on hand?
Am't ofcash in hands of agents?
Amount loaned on mortgage of real estate?
Amount loaned on'collateral?
Amount loaned without collateral?
Amount of all other investments?
Amount of premium notes on risks terminated ?
Amount of borrowed money .specifying
collaterals given for the sain··'
Amount of losses due and unpaid?
Amount ot losse·» claimedaud unpaid ?
Amount of losses reported upon which
the liability of the Company is not de-

Moving Diorama
or THE—

13.000
13.700 00
15. Cash value of real estite owned by the

Ticking*,

PRICES FOR THE TIMES

AT VERY LOW

The Grand

MONITOR &

32.400
41,182 00
14. Amount of railroad bond*? State am't
of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
parvalue. market val.
Western R. R. Co.
Bonds.6 perct. 1875 1000 10.000 110 11.000
Ogden*burg, 7perct, 1000 3 000 90 2,700

1*9

HAVE

DRESS

7,799,888
7,799,889

»

International Steamship Co.
►

janl 8m

Middle Street

bcvt manner, at the

KlimiRUT.

Meals at all hours, cooked to order.

ITALY.
arrived at

CUAB.B. ROGERS.

1863.

H. C. LOVELL &

Nkw Υοκκ. Jan. 9.
Cotton—more active mud a shade firmer; sal»·» 1Θ00
bales at 69 a 69$ tor middling uplands,
jf Flour—8tait ana Western more active and & a 10c
better; Superfiue State β 10 ft 6 30: Extia do 6 50 £
6 60; Choice 6 70 g. 6 85; Kouud Hoop Ohio t> 95 ft
7 10; Choice 7 15 ft 8 25; Suptfflne π extern 6 10 ft
6 40; coinntou to good Extra Western 6 60 ft 6 95;
Southern firmer; mixed to g«H>d 7 00 ά 7 60; tancy
and Extra 7 70 ft 900; Canada 5 ft 10c better; Extra 0 60 ft 7 10.
Wheat—more active aud 1 m 2c letter; Chicago
spring 127 ft 137: unsound 115; Milwaukee club
1 85 i® 1 41 ; Amber Iowa 1 42 ft 1 44; Winter Ked
Western 1 4* ft 1 52; Amber Michigan 1 02 u> 1 64;
White Michigan 1 55 ft 1 67; Canada cJub 1 34.
pound 81} ft 83;
Coru—lc better. Mixed
do unsound β8 ft 81; White Western 8ô,ft86j; Yellow Western 85.
Pork—more active and a shade flimer; Mesa 14 25
;ft 15 25 for old aud new.

suspended

Produce

and

Ho. 1Û.9 Commercial Street,

American and

New York Market.
The

IN

AT STOKE

dren.

LATER FROM EUROPE.

Flour, Provisions

Memphis.

Women and Children Qoin« to Dixie.
Fortress Monroe, Jan. 8.
The flag of truce steainlioat New York from
Washington arrived at Fortress Monroe this
forenoon and left this afternoon for City Point,
having on board about 550 woman and chil-

THREE DAYS

DKALKBS

AÛD WHOLKSALK

jan8 dtd

FIVE MIGHTS ONLY !

45.000
48.150 48,160 00
12. Amount of bank stocks? State amount
of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
par value, market val.
Elliot Bank,shares. 100 4M**) 100 40,000
40
Boylston,
100 4.000 114 4,560
"
m
State,
»*) 4,800 66 5.280
"
100 2,000 116 2.320
Exchange 20
40
100 4.000 114 4.500
Tremont,
"
100 8,600 lm» 3.500
Blarkstone, 35
"
Eagle.
7
100
7·*) 1<*
766
·»
67
Granite,
loo 6,700 108 6,156
"
HO
Howard,
100 8.000 100 H.«*J0
"
91
Maverick,
100 9.100 100 9.1·*)
North.
1<«
100 10.O00 W? 9.300
"
50
Atlantic.
loo 6,000 83 4,150
Baukof Commerce,
75 shares,
100 7,5i*) 1<«2^ 7.687
North America. 90
100 9,000 1<*3 9.270
B k of Republic,50 "
100 6,000 H3 4.650
119,2» 00
13. Amount of railroad stocks? State am't
of each kind, and par value and market value ot each.
par value, market val.
Boston & Worcester
K. It. Co..80shares, 100 8.000 129J 10,300
Boston & Providence
100 shares,
100 10.000 128 12.800
Fitchburg, 75 shares, 100 7,600 111f 8,3fc2
Western, 69 share·*,
100 6,900 140
9,660

PIP ε

HALL,

200,uqq

1&7.1000

new

From the South West.

970—81.940

m. v.

LANCASTER

(.'rare.
sy Music bjr CHANDLER'B BAXf).

WoooOO

11. Amount of State stocks? State amount
of each kind,and par value and market
value of each.
p. v. per eh. m.v.persh.
Mass.six per cent 18&
aud 1866
l· 00-8,000 10d0—8,640
City of Boston 6 per
cent 1867,
1000 20,000 1080 21.000
City of Boston 5 per
cent 1877
1000 7,000 1130 7,910
City of Salem 5 per
cent 1882 and
10.000 1000 10,000

SMOKERS!

just received

AT

Monday Evening, Jan. ltth.
Door* open at
7—Dancing to begin at 7} o'clock.—
Admimion 25

actually

PHOTOGRAPH

LEVER in aid of the MIX18TR Y AT
LARGE
be held
A will

1. State the name of the Company.
Eliot
Fire Insurance Company.
2. Where located? Boston.
3. When incorporated? February 18,184S.

ALSO

and

Comp'y,

HUSTON.
OX THE FIK8T DAY or
NOVEMBER, 1881.

CO.,

Wednesday.

morning.

Eliot Fire Insurance
°*·

BOYS

S. H. COLESWORTHY'S,
No· 92

Nooial Levee Σ

—Ο* ΤΗ*

s
Baltimore, Jan. 9.
iron-clad Patapsco, built at Wilconstantly on hand, at
has
arrived
Del.,
in
mington,
Hampton Road*,
LORINK'S DRU(î STORE,
after an excellent trip.
Notwithstanding the
Corner of Exchange Street.
jan5
rough sea, the boat was easily managed.
β
The steam frigate Colorado went to sea from
Hampton Roads yesterday with sealed orders. JOII\ T. ROGERS A
New York, Jan. 9.
The iron-clad gunboat Nah int has arrived I
at the Navy Yard.
The

HOUSE.

commences next

Splendid

TOYS!
to PLEASE THE UIULS AND

entertainments.

ΕΤϋΙΙΗ

is worthy of *11 ibl· boitied ιηι-η who love a rood
smoke. MEEKSC'llALM anil IlKIKK-KOOT

Naval.

Mr. Hufflnton presented from the Military
Committee the majority and minority reports
on the bill
authorizing the raising of 3:2,000
volunteers for Tennessee.
Mr. Dunn asked, but did not receive leave
to introduce a bill for a ra'lroad from Washington to Point of Rocks.
Mr. Stevens, from the Committee on Ways
and Means, reported the Post Office appropriation bill. It was made the special order for

Minnesota Legislature.
St. Paul, Minn., Jan. 9.
The Legislature convened on Tuesday. Thi
Governor's message is mostly confined t<
State affairs, and especially to the Indian out
break. Minnesota has furnished 300 menove
her quota, besides crushing out the greates
Indian uprising ever known in this country
The Governor demands that the Indians shal
be removed from the borders of the Slatt
The contest for the United States Senatorshi]

New and

INSURANCE.

bo here to-morrow to consult with our bankmild, medium and ttronq. Also, a fine assortment
ers as to the best financial
policy to be adopted. of if A Τ I' UAL LEAF TO H A< CO, including the
celebrated "Mayapple" brand.
The. President has nominated Robert W.
Our assortment of
Taylor, of Ohio, for Second Comptroller of the
Choice Imported Cigars
Treasury, in place of the late Ëlisha Whit- ι

Monday.

Steamship

was

! Decision of the Commissioner of Internal
Be venue.—Various Items.

Committee.

Arrival of the

the Cumberland :
General—ltebel accounts fully confirm your
telegrams from the battle-field. The victory

well earned, and is one of the most bril: liant of the war.
You and your brave army
have won tlie gratitude of your country and
the admiration of the world.
The field of
Mnrfreesboro' is made historical, and future
generations will point out the places where so
many braves fell gloriously in defence of the
Constitution and the Union. All honor tothe
army of the Cumberland. Thanks to the living. and (ears for the lamented dead.
II. W. Hali.eck, General-in-Chief.

gave notice of a bill to aid tin
State ol Western Virginia in the speedy abol
ishment of slavery therein.
The resolution censuring Gen. Grant's or
ders expelling Jews from our lines, was tablet
—30 against 7.
Mr. Collamer introduced a bill to reculât·
judicial proceedings in certain cases, it authorizes every person to bring a suit agalns
the United States for a pecuniary indemnifl
cation if they have been wrongfully used, suet
suits to be transferred to the Circuit Court ο
the United States. Referred to the Judicial)

to

HEADQUARTERS of THF, Λ KM Y, Ι
Washington, I). C., Jan. 9. J.
Major Oen. Kosecrans, Commanding Army of

Cooked ill the

of unmixed evil." Mr. Lincoln will feel bad
•hpuld he And it out.
ure

The barn of Jonah T.

Mr. Wilson introduced a hill to construct (
ship canal for the passai of naval vessel
froin the Mississippi to Lake Michigan, am
for the enlargement of the locks of the Erii I
anil Oswego canals, to adapt thein to the de
fence of the Ν irthern Lakes. Ordered to lx !

GREAT BRITAIN.

Congregational vestries are to be open every evening this week,
that all who are disposed may attend.

brought

!

Adjourned

MISCELLANEOUS.

Army.

SE.NATK.

ouia, from New York, arrived out on the 24th
ult., and the China, also from New York, on
the 28th.

•Tho Congrewilonal Election.

Week of Praver.—The World's Evangelical Alliance having proposed a general reunion in prayer throughout Christendom, at
the beginning of the year, the Second Parish,

High street,

Letter of thanks to Oen. Rosecrans and

printed.
Mr. Willey

Decision of the Commissioner of Internal

Fire dollars reward will be paid foi
the detection and conviction of any one steal
ing copies of the Daily Press after they arc

&

Msalcipal

Daily Press.

FROM WASHINGTON.

the New Jerualem Temple.
Subject—The .Hevri
Trampeta—Chapters 8 and H.
tVl'be 7th Lecture on Incident* in the Life »
Mom, by Κ *. Wia. 8 te Vena Perry, w·11 ··** P1·®®
Subt·-morrow ereaiag In St. Stephen'· Church.
ject: "Τίκ Lawgiver."

left at the doors of our subscribers.

f HE

XXXVII U0ÏGBES8.—Second Session.
Washington, Jan. 9.

BUSHELS Ext

COra
ΛΐυΐΙ 400 llbla. Stone \ *?ill*r
7/Λ/
"b'-. Are.,!.
*£>
ihic*»a«r
66
WA

IKlt UKIo

SO

··

■".«Wt Ch.»

P"00
Hn.im

A

■■

··

Board.

is

I "**ai.k,
"«•n,

Ây!bi2%*~""Plan#»<f

rm,
30,0fl0 ^inruct'

«-«gmsas£~-SISS9L,
#

dtf

'■·"··"■

FOB KALE.
ΟΛΑ ΛΑΑ GANG SAWED Pine
BOARDS
6.000 Suirar Box SIIOOKS.
SPRUCE DIMENSION.all airea.

tMJlJ VHHJ

IXH>RS, SASHES. BLINDS.
BOARDS—Fitted and Rough.
OUTSIDE SASHES on hand.

Bhippiaff

LATHS, CLAP-

200 Bbla Choicc Brand FLOUR, for fkmily vue, by
KfTFlTS DEE RING,
Ifobaon's Wharf, foot of High Street.
ooSO d3iq

POETRY.
Til Κ

Portland Wholesale Pri«e« Current.

REVEILLE.

of a lecture delivered in'Sau Francisstanza»
co, Rev. T. Stârr King recitcd the following
of
written, and not before published, by F. B. Hart
that city—31r. King thought them worthy of Doctor
Holmes.
Hark ! I hear the tramp of thousands,
In the

course

And of armed men the hum ;
Lo! a Nation's hosts have gathered
Round the quick alarming drum-

Saying "Come.
Freemen, Come!
alarmEre your heritage be wasted," said the quick
ing arum.

Death

"Let me of my heart take conn sel;
War is not of lite ■ he «i®i
Who shall stay and f«P the harvest
When the autumn days shall come?"
lint the drum
Kchoed •'Come!
shall reap the braver harvest," said the solemn
sounding drum.

coming battle.
What of profit springs therefrom?
What if conquest —subjugation—
Even greater i'le become?"

"But when

Y ou

won

the

But the drum
An weted "Come!
must do the sum to prove it !" said the Y aukeeanswering drum.

Better

"What if, 'mid the cannons' thunder,
Whistling shot and bursting bombWhen my brothers fall around me.
Should'my heart grow cold aud numb!"
But he drum
Answered "Come.
there in death united, than in life a recreant—

Come!"

they answered—hoping, fearing—
8ome iii faith, aud doubting some,
'Till a trumpet voice proclaiming.

Thus

4»

bald, "My chosen people, come!"
Then the drum,
Lo! was dutnli,
For the great heart f the Nation, throbbing,
swered, "Lord, we come!"

an-

MISCELLANY.
.HnjoM.cnernl RonKran·.
Stake Kosecrans, the he-

Maj-Oen. William

of wliat now appears the most hotly contorted engagement of the war, auil which has
resulted in a complete victory to the Union
arms, was horn in Kingston, Delaware county,
Ohio, Dec. 5. 1810, and is consequently fortythree yean of age. His father, Crondall Kosecrans, was of German decent, and emigrated
from Holland. His mother, Jemima Hopkins,
was the daughter of a revolutionary soldier
and a native of Pennsylvania.
Id 183$ aud at the age of 18. young Kosecrans was appointed a cadet at Went Point
Military Academy, and graduated with honors
in 1842. In July 1842, he entered the corps of
engineers as brevet second lieutenant, and
served that year at Fortress Monroe as tlrst
assistant, under command of Lieut. Col. it. K.
DeHuseey. In 1843 he was ordered to West
Point as assistant professor of engineering.
About tMs time he was married to Miss. Hegeman, daughter of Adrian liegeman of this
city, and well known to the public. This is
no doubt the reason of the often repeated report that Gen. it. was a native of tins city,
III 1844 he was detailed as Assistant Professor
of Natural and Experimental Philosophy. In
1847 he was ordered to Newport to tike charge
of the fortifications and the reconstruction of
a large military
wharf which had previously
been destioyed. .He remained there until
1852, when he was charged with the survey of
New Bedford and Providence harbors and
Taunton river. In April, 1854, he was ordered
to report for duty to the Secretary of the Navy, in the Uureau of Docks aud Yards, and
rn

assigned as constructing engineer, at
Washington Navy Yard, in November, 1854,
was

accouut of ill health, he tendered
when,
his resignation lo the Secretary of War, Jefon

rnu-

»:—

bat a leave of absence was
the understanding lliat, at Its
termiuu·, it bin resignation was insisted U{mmi,
It would l>e accepted, which was subsequently
done in Apr!', 1H54. From thtt time to June,
1855, General Kosecraus occupied an ottlcc in
Cincinnati as consulting engineer and architect. lu 1855 he was appointed superintendent of works and president of tlie i'annal Coal Company, which with other parties,
were engaged in building locks, dams. 4c., in
Western Virginia. He relinquished his position to assume control of the Cincinnati Coal
Oil Company, then making preparations lor
an extensive business, in which he was deeply

excepted,
granted. with

not

concerned.
He was thus engaged in private pursuits until the breaking out of the rebellion in 1801,
when he was selected by General McClellan as

acting chief engineer, with the rank of
The Legislature of Ohio, then purposely created the office of Chief Engineer of

aid and
inityor.

the State for General Kosecraus. which was acby hiin. Iu June. 18iil, he was apted by Governor Denuison colonel in the
:ut>-third regiment Ohio Volunteers, and
was sent upon a mission to Washington city
to arrange for the maintenance and payment
of the Ohio contingent forces. On the 2<lth of
June he was nominated by the President a
brigadier-general in the regular army, a promotion universally acknowledged to l>e as rapId as it was deserved. When Gen. McClellan
made the advance into Western Virginia, Gen.
Rosecran* was intrusted with a brigade, composed ot the Eighth and Tenth Indiana,Seventeenth and Nineteenth Ohio Regiments, and
proceeded to Clarksburg, thence to Buckhannon, and on the lôlh of July fought the memorable battle of Rich Mountain, achieving a
disastrous defeat lor the rebels. In this battle
he cut a passage nine miles through the woods,
and coming upou the enemy's rear, alter a
desperate light completely routed them, capturing all they had. and taking many prisonabout two thousand,
ers^ The rebels numbered
under Gen. Pegraui. who was soon after
obliged Jo surrender himself a prisonerof war.
Subsequently Gen. ltosecrans drove the rebel
Gen·. Wise anil Floyd out of Western Virginia, and captured their effect*.
When in Juiy McClellan was called to the
command of the Army of the Potomac, Gen.
Roeecrans succeeded to the command of the
Array of Western Virginia.
August 1st—General Kosecrans telegraphed
to the War Department that as the result of
the operations in Western Virginia, the valley
of the Kanawha was freed from rebels, and
that his lorces had captured one thousand muskets, a quantity of ammunition, etc. «
September 10th—He routed Floyd, who had
sixteen pieces ol artillery and live or six thousand men at Carnifax Ferry, and again rid his
department of rebels.
;>oveini>pr zwtιι—ne issued lus
farewçll address to the army, assigning the command to
General Fremont. Ill that address he say» :
"Companions in arms! In this vast department of mountains and forest, in the rains of
summer, the colds and storms of winter, for
nine months I have witnessed your uncomplaining zeal and activity, your watching», your
inar 'hings, and your combats.
Under God, to
your bravery and good conduct it is due that
that not a single reverse has attended our arms
in all these vast regions."
He was made a major general in March, 18(12,
and placed in command of the Army of the Mississippi. September 19 and 20 he fought and
wou the battle of Iuka; October 3 and 4 that,
of Corinth, completely routing the enemy, and
taken a large number of prisoners,colors,stands
of arms. 4c.
Alter the battle of Perry ville he was ordered
to supersede Gen. Buell, and is*ued his farewell address at Corinth on the 2(itli of Octolier
1862. On the ;j0th of October he assumed
command of his new department of the Cumberland at Louisville. He at once began organizing and moving his ariny southwardAud
on the 5th of Nftvemlwr, at Howling Green, he
announced its complete organization into three
grand divisions under Generals Thomas, McCook and Crittenden. He Issued peremptoryorders correcting abuses and summarily punished officers when sum occurred. On the
25th of December, 18«2, he took the fleUV and
moved bis aruiv rapidlv upon Murfreesboro',
the present result of which movement we now
record and which has crowned him with glory.
Ifaior-Genentl Itosecram is about t!ve feet
eight inches high, firmly built, his shape displaying his Geeinnn origin : his motions are
quick, his mind alim st intuitive. His face is
weather-worn, but lieais a warm, cordial style
which never leaves it. When conversing he
looks you square in the face. Til· re is no air
of superiority in his manner; he approaches
yon as a friend, takes to you as a lïiend, and
bide you good day as a friend.—[Ν. Y. World,
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Steamships

mington ;

and at Augusta with the Somerset k Kennebec Railroad for Yassalboro', WatervDIe, Kendall's Mills and Skowhegau ; and at Kendall's Mills
with the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad for Burnham, Pittstield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot k Kennebec Κ ai (road, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall's Mills.

Every fain ly.at this season, should
SAMBUCI WINE,

Sold in Portland

ing Agent.

Boston.
181 Haxoveh Street
Formerly Mansion House—conducted on
the European plau. The subscriber has
the above Houw, and newly furnished it
throughout. Ί he House is now open to tho public.
dec27
A. P. MORRISON, Proprietor.
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CASEY'S U. s'.

TACTICSj

Army Regulations.
HALL L·. DAVIS.
S3 E\rhan(e Street
dli

•pt 27.1M2.

Land in

Franklin,

Me.

Ιδ,ΟΟΟ Acres of I.and—pupposed to contain. on an averâge.about Ave thousand of stumpa sre to an acre, of spruce, hemloc' and pine, besides
much hard wood, and a
go d growth ot young.thiiftv juniper—a pond or lake, near the centre, ο about
1000ic .es, with a pood water power at its outlet.—
This pond flows, by the present dam, abont 1000 acres
of meadow, which can be put into grass, to great advantage. by withdrawing tne flowage.
The Mill is but a short distance frotn tide water,
where the Lumber is loaded.
This property by mortgage fell into the hands of
the present owners, who reside at a distance, and the
land will be sold at an immense bargain to any one
who has the faculty and inclination to manage it.
For ftirther information applv to i'ol. J. L. Law·
LEVI BARTLKTT ft CO.,
renck, orto
No. 2 Long Wharf, Boston.
declB dlawSw

ABOUT

,0!'s'2

ifîlïiî
îi -■}?'

···-13 vg 14

,3i^14
75Λ1^ τ·ίίΓ»
Wy, TZl„lVCiSoap

25 TUBS Prime,

for

(JUACKS AK£ ΛϋΙ ΙολΟΚΑλ Γ.
Notwithstanding the foregoing tact* art- known to
some quack doctors» and nostrum makers.yet, regardand health of others, there am those
j less of the Hiewho
will even perjure themselves, conamong them
t^adR-ting giving mercury to theirsopatients, or that it
that the "usual
id contained in their Nostrums,
fee" may be obtained for professedly curing, or "the
of it" may be ôbfaim-d for the
j dollar" or "fraction
I Nostrum. It is thus that many are deceived also.and
uselessly spend large amounts for experiments w ith

·»*%

DU. L

by securing tickets at this

J-D. K.

j
I

! the United 8tates.*
All letters requiring

to iimure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dix,
Mass.
Boston, Jar». 1, 1868.

advice must contain

one

AGENT.

ly

suppressions,

No. 21 Kndifott Street, lloston.
contain one doleodly

I———*■

M#ODY,

GENERAL

merchant*,

AND WHOLES A L Κ DEALERS II*

the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST. via. all
the most popular routes and at the lowest Boston
rates, for sal* by
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Oat. 2.
dtf
Office 31 Exchange St.

No. 5 Gait Block Commercial Street,

PORTLAND,
ANDREW

Juno 28.

T. DOLE.

Me.

PRA Ν KLIN C MOODY,

eodtf

Numerous Certificates
dec 10 eodfcw6m2e

ELECTROPATHICINSTITUTE.
DR. H. J. BOYSTO!*,

Electropathic Physician tad Surgeon.
BK8IDK5CS AJVD OFF ICS

Ifo. 369 Coifrces Street, Po* tasd, Me·

»

happily

POOR RICHARD'S

TESTIMONIALS :
Commercial House Portland, June 16, 1862.
introduced
the "Auderson Spring Bed BotHaving
tom" into mv house, after trial, 1 pronounce it to be
1 am using several kinds
au
aud
bed.
healthy
easy
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson

"TWO Organs

Proprietor.

and

yet every part of the
them for life and health.

plcued

with it.
JOSIAH H.

I·

If any

one

has doubts

as

to the value

success,

meantime, most providentially. I noticed
a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD'S EYE WATER. 1 had never heard o! it before, but determined to try it, and did, with the most

day in

delightful

very few daya the paintal
I could bear the strongest
light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new lift.
1 now keep a bottle of it always in the house. and if

irritation

results.

was

In

a

removed

;

my eye seeins at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be %ithout it for any amount of money. I take occasion to
say, ftirther, that mj7 wife used to Huffer severely at
times from
pain in and over her eye-, and

Farmington, Feb. 28,1862.

protracted

The Bed Bottom I bought of you fullv merits my
expectations, and is fullv up to your high recommendations. I would cheerretty recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleepingaitai tments.
A| STAPLES
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16,1802.

Cushnoc House. Augusta.
Abbott's School. Fanainrton.
Eaton Boys' Boarding School, Kent's ΠΙ11.
)ull7dàw6m

rare

In the

one

anticipated.

China House. China.
Franklin House, Augusta.

upon

and I entertained the purpose, aa a laat
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
the hope of thus tiuding relief.
out

I have had the unspeakable pleasure of sleeping on
one of the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms" for the
last three weeks, and must say it 1er surpasses anything I had
My wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest lor six months till occupying one of
these beds. She would not part with it on any acR*v. JOHN ALLftt.
count.

Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House. Farmington.
Revere House. Vassalboro.

dependent

remedy, they may learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.
Philadelphia, Oct. 17,1862.
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
consequence of which I suffered constant martyrdom.
Every moment of my waking life was embittered, and 1 was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to with-

Mr. D. K. Fro hock ha* furnished the bed* in my
house with the "Anderoon Spring Bed Bottom," and
1 take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical ana comfbrtable thing
of the kind with which I am acquainted.
Α. H ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

WinthroiPilouse, Winthrop.

is

operations, putting

Philadelphia.

Having become ftilly satisfied of the benefit of the
"Anderson Sprtng Bed Bottom." 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerfully recommend them to the public.
Dr. N. R. BOL'TELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.

Elm wood House, Waterville.

body

of this

[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson' Spring Bed Bottoifi, I can
eliecrfullv recommend it as an excellent article.
LOT M. MORRILL.
Augusta, Aug. 6. 1*32.

Testimonials similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the following public
housesPenobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.
Skowhegati House. Skowhegan.
Le wist ο η House, Lewiston.

impor-

disèovery, which is most wonderto blush the old systems
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. S.
as good.
Hkxsox. Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,

DRUMMOND.

Having teftcd the "Anderoon Spring Bed Bottom,"
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article; and I believe it to be superior to
anvthing of the kind now iu use.
Rav. E. HAWKS.
Waterville, April 12, 1862.

and

a new

ful in its

Portland? July 23,1862.

■

system

are more

Poor Richard's Eye and Ear Water

[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
A ml croon Spring Bed Bottom,' and

am using the
am very much

I

of the human

tant to health and comfort than the Ετ· and
Ear. and yet none are less understood or more neglected
They seem to pass even common observation,

We have introduced several of the justly celebrated "Anderson spring Bed Bottom" to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and all other? we have ever
of them in the highest terms.
used. Our guests
We recommeud their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d. McLaughlin & son,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.

I

WATER!

EYE 6r EAR

speàk

1

Syrup

î if"It affords RELIEF in tirent y-four hours, and
entire enre is irarranied, when taken according
directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup is also a most valuable family cathartic,
to be always u«*d when phvsic is required, especialJ y
/tirchildren. It corrects the wewftom, κ·**·* tone
to the stomach aud bowels, agisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It is purely of Vegetable
Extracts, and altrays s<\fe ami reliable.
Sold in New York by Hall ft Rrγη*l.218Greenwich street; in Bostou by Geo. C. Goodwin k Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
Sold in Portland by 11. II. HAY aud all the princideco 8m
pal Druggists.

desirable mechanical arrangement has now
use a sufficient length of time to shrw
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spriii(j IU>1 department, einbraciug a little more
of their cxcelrencies. aud yet
overcoming all
their dcfects. It is flexible as hair, and yet so recuperati\e as to bring itself into ptace with great facility. H is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
and all who liuger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted strong and durable, and not liable to get out of order.

ftilly equal

Where he will treat all clame* of Diieasf*
of Klectricity and the most

by application

approved remedies.

DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR.

Dr. ftovnton's operation· and cure· on tfeese delicate organs ha*e been most successful, and many of
tb^m of a remarkable character. Dr Β ha* in* tested tbe advantage· of Electricity for the past ûfte· η
year*, upon thousand* of patients in
and other eitie· of the United State·, la nrepared to
treat all diseases of whatever nature with u m rirai I'd
sacre·*.
The following are among the disease* w hic la
Dr. B. baa been eminently successful in treating
Catarrh, consumption, chronic catarrh, diseasea of
the throat, oleeration. asthma, bronchitis, disease· of
the lunga in all their form·, gravel in all its forms,
diseases of urinary organs, diabetes, incontinence of
the arine. dropey, blindness, amaurosis, cataract,
scroftalous-ophtnalmia. ulcers of Iom standing, mer·
cariai sorea, tu mora, scrofula in all its forms, cancer,
ervsipclas, diseases of the skin, canker, piles, hemorυι τη©
no κι λ,
ιιτργ compiaim, ivipqmv, auficr*
diiwei, curvature*,
kidneys, «toue, 4c., mil
bip diseases, sciatica, neuralgia. rheumatism in mil it·
torn»-. dMftieuf, mawultr, contraction, white iwtil·
inrs. all uterine wt-akiimw, leucorrluea, fluor aJbu-,
white·, fit*. To the above might bp added a long Yiet
of diseases which Dr. B. has treated with e<juaJ ncAU f Κ MAL Κ COMPLAINTS treated with
ce·*.
succe··. care and strict attention.
D. B. ha* many testimonial* of important recoveries under hi* treatment, which can be seen by calling
on him at hie rooms.

l'hiladelphia

spinal

EB^Dr. Boynton. baring ftill instruction from Dr.
Colton for generating anA at/mi η inter in g the Xitrims Oxide, or Exhilerating Gat, is now ready to
administer this lias to thoee who mar wish to inhale
it for the cure of Neuralgia, Diseased Lungs, fee.
novW
d&w 6m7

TODD'S LUX 90LIS

HAIR

DYE!

market has been flooded for rears with diflrr·
ent articles called Hair Dves, which have never
satisfied the expectations of purchasers
The hb
flub ultra has been reached at last ia TODD'S
IIAJK DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It eontains
no injurious ingredient·, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
—which are very simple— accompanν each botlk.
One superiority of Todd's Lax Softs Hair
all others is, you do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or aller u*ing the dve, and there is but
one kiud to be u»ed. and that can W put on the *ame
as oil and water, without any trouble. unHka all other dves that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladico' hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
all other dyes, it will color long hair, which other
dye· cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you will aae no other after once cfing this.

ΤΠΕ

i>y#evcr

For sale

only

at

•he has found Poor Richard'» Ey· Watkr a sovoreigu specific iu her case, giving her almost instant
relief. Grateful to tiod for the benefit that I have
personally received, I cannot buteommeud the prép;

aration to all who have been sufferers like myself.
P. 8. II EN SON.
Pastor of Broad Street Ilaptfct Church.
Re*i>lrnce. 1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
tryNumerous cert.ficates of a similar character
might be furnished.

Poor Richard's Eye and Ear Water
Is

a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and DisEyes, Dim VisioL and Weak Eyes, Deafaese,

truly

eased

Noise in the Head. Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
the Water, may be oètained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city.
Tube* 6 Ceiït*.
H.

Pmcc 25

çszrrs

r κι*

Botta·.

H. HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale

Ageuts.
MRS. M.G. BROWN, Proprietor,
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
novl3 d6m

ROOMS,

!fo.?4 Middle, center of Eichaage Street·
sept letf

[Copyright secured.]

The Great Indian

Remedy

FOR FEMALES.
DR.

MATTISON'B INDIA* EMMENAGOGl'E.

an

beeu in
TI1IS

if not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS,

above.

as

celebrated Female Medicine,

to

dollar

riv> THE k A DIBS. Tb* c-l.-brated DU. L·.
X
Dl\ particularly invites all ladies who mod a
Medical or Surgical ad> i.-er, to call at his Hooms.No.
21 Eudicott street, lloston. Mass.. which they will
tind arranged lor their special accommodation.
Dr. DIX having devotod over twenty yeais to tl^is
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to females, it is now conceded by all* (both in
this country and in Europe) that he excels all other
known practitioners in the safe, speedy and effectual
treatment of all female complaint*.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, unnatural
enlargements of the
womb, also, all dischargee which flow from a morbid
state of the blood. The Doctor is now fully prepared
to treat 1ιι his peculiar style» both medically ami furi gicallv. all diseases of Abe female sex, and they are
j respectfully invited to call at

DOLE &

ΊΡίη-ΛΛ/" orm

Is the first and only remedv ever offered to the public for the effectual removal of the Ascarides, or FinThe high
Worms. from the humau system.
reputation it has established iu the last two years, ana the
fact that it i« fast ««up rseding all other worm remedies. is the best test of its great merit.

Under United States Hotel, Portland·

pa-

No.21 Eudicott street,Boston,

All letters requiring advice must
lar to ensure an answer.
Boston. Jan. 1. 186&

DR. E. O. GOULD'S

F*rolioolc,

GENERAL

Street, lev-Tert

TODD'S HAIR-DRESSING

granted October, 1862.

Hallowell House, Hallowell.
BALTI-

julldawtfS

dawtf

Patent

DIX'S

FLOUE, OOBN AND PRODUCE

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA,
TOMOItKand
WASHINGTON, and to all parts of

DR. HUGHES,
Middle, Portland.

of

ance.

ANDERSON'S

the
strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may be
the disease, coiidition or situation of any one, mar·
ried or cingle.
Medicines sent by Mail and Exprès? to all parte of

WFKK8 k CO

THROUGH TICKETS

corner

N. It.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
own sex.
A lady of experience in constant attend·

SPRING BED BOTTOM!

quackery.

Commission

Vermont Butter.
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Flue Feed...

ΓΙΟΝ OF

money

No. US Greenick

iy

Ill Γ ALL

Batterymarch Street,
! charges arc very moderate. Communications
PoHton.
credly contideutial, and all may relv on him with

Sold in Portland by SMERY & WATERHOUSE.
oc25

,t

,,,,ο,ν

et.pjeo

of

»/ «·«/.
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Se,
gi f>H Wntffr Itnat>'<J*
Ρ·»*«Ό 12e,
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FAIRBANKS & BROWN,

NEW KD
Oht,
Onio extra..

of

»

Cp Μήϋ· >»; ,«

1

a

WEIGHING APPARATUS*

ra/.

Ει"er f !*!*.' .4 î^|2Λ
^E.
ÎÎ,.Sm'·
:

r>»te»
Prit ne»

SCALES!

22 «

....1Λν&,·Β ,nr£.h·
s^i„ a
Or«i,eo»-JJ*v.,ia "2 w iv' ;',
i,e®r'
le

BUTCHERS', GROCERS'. DRUG GISTS', CONFECTIONERS' and GOLD

«ont·

Ν ru- Klpinc
"'mon·, u box

IUwiiïB,

ae

Beams, W eights, &c.,&c.

uon®

SarkuH·)*

noiîé

principle, thorough?g made,
are perfectly accurate and

materia/», aud
operation.

2f,
S2
" «rve» *

provided

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

with

BRST FOR THE WEARY.

IGNORANi EOF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM MAKERS.
Through tlie'ignorance of the Quack Doctor,knowing no other remedy, he relies upon Mercury, and
gives it to all his patients in pills, drop·, Ac., "so the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his socalled Ext acts, Specific. Antidote. Ac., both relying
upon its effects in curing a few in a hundred, it is
trumpeted in various ways throughout tlie land; but
alar ! nothing is said of the balance: some of w hom
die, others grow worse, end are left to linger and suffer for mouths or years, until relieved or cured, if
possible, by competent physicians.

Hay, Coal and Railroad Scales!

♦» hM.

■

:::.«

RL™J·,■
l'îî- J
M*·,

■

1Γ

,,

can save

June 23.

everything,"

These celebrated Scales are still made by the original inventors, (and o»lT by them,) and are constant y receh in g all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.

sale, in every variety,

Niagara Falls.

D. LITTLE, Agent,
Office 31 Exchange Street.

office.

further their imposition, copy from 31edical books
nMich that is written of the qualities aud effects of
different herbs and plants, and ascribe all the same
t.» tin h ΓϋΚ Bat I at te, Ipvdfles, Ac
most Ol winch,
if not all,contain Mercury, because of the ancieut
but now known
belief of its "curing
to "kill more than w cured," and those not killed,
constitutionally injured for life.

SCALES.

For

W.
Yon

DIX|

QUACK nostrum makers.
through false certificates and references, and recommendations of their medicines by the dnui, who cannot expose or contradict them; or who, besides, to

Standard

in

and

pyTickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate

by

imposiphysi-

FAIRBANKS'

They art correct

RAILWAY.

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

This road is broad ouaoe and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature aud character of Special diseases, and les* as to their cure. Some exhibit
forged diplomas ol Institutions or Colleges, which
never existed iu any part of the world: others exhibit di{j^mas of the dead, how obtained, m known ;
not onlv assuming and advertising in name%of tho#e
inserted in the diplomas, but to further their
tion assume names of other most celebrated
cians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

Landing, Post Otiice, Custom House. Ac., being directly in the busiuess centre of the City.
Term· Moderate by the Week or Day.
Bath, June 23,1862.
dtf

of the be*t
durable in

Via

Sold by Drogziata throughout the World
PRINCIPAL SALE* OFFICE,

DR.

WEST,

NORTH

Infirmary.
thFTadies.

HUGHES particularly Invites all Ladiee who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
5 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their especial accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Eclectic Renovatiug Medicines are unriralled in elficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will tindit invaluable in all cases of obstruction? after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing la
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to anv part of the country with full direction·,

BY THE

Al·FLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE!
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived t'y the lying boast.*, misrepresentations, false
promises and pieteusions of

inviting retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
larpe cities.
The S a<>a da hoc k is one of the finest, most spacious. and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thaee minutes walk of the

OR

ERIE

IB THE ONLY REGULAR ΟΠΑ HI'ATK FHYBKIA* AD·
VEUT IP I *0 IN BOSTON.

of w hom consult him in critical cases,
became ol his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through so long experience, practice and obserration.

of the healthiest

and affords

το

cians—'many

localities' on the coast of Maine—delightftilsituated on the Kennebec, twelve miles

!lv

EDWARD H.TRAVER,
Lock Box. Boston. Mas·.

Eclectic iffedical

THROUGH TICKETS

SO IT II

:

patronizing

ocied&wdm

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the

WEST,

proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physi-

BATH· MAIN·.
one

To

any person hesitate applying at hie office.
Dit. DIX

DR. L.

1

BRYDGES, Managing Director.
aGdtf
Montreal, August 1. 1802.

large cities,

dtf

of Bath is

can

Quackery

EARNESTLY caution all young m«»n suffering
from Nervous Debilitv, &c against endangering
their health by
anv of the advertising
quacks. Yon can fully recover "by the méthode used
by the Advertiser, anu by hundreds of others, âlD
Read a letter which I will send
15* wo othkr wat.
you if you will send in»· a postpaid envelope bearing
your address. i>ircct to

C. J.

iWB

Portland.
Jull—d4 wtfS

HP" Send stamp for Circular.

summer.

STRANOER8 AND TRAVELLERS.

SAGADAIIOCK HOUSE,
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor.
City

all ages, of
SINGLE OR MARRIED.
at

To avoid and ««scape Imposition of Foreign and Native Quacks, more numerous in Bostou tiiau other

...

|l0

FROM

Hotel Propiietors, Ac., that he is much recommended, and particularly to

conne*.··^

Bath,*June23,1862.

i]

7]
δ)
7fe 7}

November let, 1882, to Kay let, 1888, the
rates of freight on «II descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed between October lit,
1W2. and May 1st. 1963
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railwav during the next season,
they must understand that they willdo so at their own
risk, aud that the Compauy will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what statious fire woOtl can be carried next

SIXTEEN YEARS
engaged in t real ment of Special diseases, a fact so
well known to manv Citizens,Publishers, Merchants,

Μ Μ Κ

Stable

by

sanity

anything,

I

886, Washikotosî St., Bath.
with house.

ingredients

Notice to Wood and Lumber merchants.

(and ft cannot be contradicted.exeept
bofé/μ
even perjure
by Quacks,who will say or do
to
themselves,
impose upon patient·) that he

BATH HOTEL,

I THE

—

count

the

hope*

Phillips.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 Endicott street, B<Mton,MamM
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other
Recollect, the okly entrance to his Office is
No. 21. having no connection with his residence.con
frequently no family interruption, so that on uo ac-

an-

tomers, and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
L·. (i. MA VU.
hitherto received.
dfcwtf
Pa**adumkeag, June 23,1862.

j>le

HAY'.Druggist. Supplydec22

DR. L. DIX'S

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PASSADUMKEAO, MAINE.

Duty: Free.

00^6

dtt

would very respectftillv
[THEsubscriber
nounce to his numerous friend*, and

a
his attention to
diseases of a certain "class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, b Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies tail : cures without dieting
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cores without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, bot
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that th· blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
are entirely vegetaremedy is used. The
ble. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, cau be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
bad habits in youth,
weakness, generally caused
the effects of which aie pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc.. terminating in consumption or in'if neglected, are speedily and permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will β
returned If desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

dly

advanced

BOTH SEXES.

BLISS, Proprietor.

JONATHAN

more

mato

Bit WM. COTTBR, Η T. City
"My ha» la changed
to lu natural color, aad growing on bald tpot
SIT J. H CORNELL, II T. Cttr: ··! proeared It
for a relative. Γ ha falling οt the hair «topped, and
reatored It from being grey to lia saturai and leaotiful color."
Rev. J. WEST. Broaklya, LI: "I will taatify te
their value In the a»t liberal mae. They Uii
reetored my hair where It waa bald, and, where
frey, to It* orlglaal color"
ll> A WEBSTER, B»ton, Mae·
"I have ued
them with afeat effect. I am now aetther bald
nor grey.
aad
brittle
hair
waa
; It I· now
My
dry
•oft a· fa youth."
Riv H V. DBOEN, Batten, Mae· : "That they promote the growth of the hair where baldaeM la, I
have the evldenea of ay owa eyaa."

Infirmary.

for
PRIVATE
number of years confined

Passengers lor this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portlaud Depots, in Portland.
8. W. EJLTON. Sup't.
Farmington May 5,1862.
junetSdtf

public

and the

and

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes ha*

Kingfield, on Wednesdays and Saturday·*. returning on Mondays and Fridays.
étage·* leave Faimiugton daily, for Strong, Avon

Their eff«cts and consequence# ;
SPECIAL AlLMKNT8 AND SITUATIONS,

pleas-

Drag

delicacy.

phvsician.

THE

Portland, Aug. 19,1862.

Eclectic IVledical

Portland and

WILL BE FORFEITED BY DR. L.
β\ J" DIX if failing to cure in less time than
more effectually and permaany other
nently with less restraint from occnp'ation or fear of
ex|K>sure to all weather, with sale and pleasant med-

HOUSE."

a

Established f<rr the treatment qf those diseases in
both sexe», requiring Experience, Skili, Honor and

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfield; returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New

SELF-A BUSK AND SOLITARY HABITS,

loi

Red I<ead
Fla»ter.

Per ton Soft
1 7δ®1 78
Hard
1 η γα ι »Î2
Ο round
6
50
l'rovioion».
but y
H< f and Pork le,
Fi«h.
Lard, Bacon and Jlams
Duty: For 100 tb*foreig η
Herring 9 1. 2c, Ji ut ter and ( 'hee*e 4c
caught
Mackerel 92. Sa/num 93 ; Ch'go Mew Beef.912 (®14
and all other pickled in Portland do.
..12](α13
bid*. 91 5U ψ bld., other- (P'tl'd ext. do.
14 ®14i
\ri*e 50c |> ctct. From Pork, extra clear.16A (au
1'roc in fie* free.
Pork, clear
14 ·ι/1"
Cod large ρ qut 94«l 4f Pork.me#*
"
small
3a
Pork, extra do
13}<α14;
Pork. Prime
Pollock
11 ail
2] η
121;
Haddock.
lja 1» Ex Prime
1 56 α 1 75 Round lloge
6 ia0}
Hake,
Ham*
ilerring,Shorel>bl.4
10®llc
do. Labrador., none
Citv Sinok'd (lame.none.
do. Scaled |>bx ."W«4Ac
Produre·
do. No. 1
2ό,α30 IVa-f V «ju'r V Ib 5 (gi 7J
Mackerel
18 (al9
bbl..
Kggf. do*
Bay No. 1
«lOJTell Potatoes, ^>bbl.91 ttKfil 75
8 Chickens,
«
Bay No. 2
Spring s
α 6 La m b
5 ({£ 8
Bay No. 3
Shore No. 1... .lot α 11 Turklea
9 to 12
"
"
2
(ieeae
9 ®10
do. (medium).. .iiQ 4J Veal
none.
do. (small)... ."Γ. 3ία, 3j Ilcklee, ψ bbl
9~t@ 8J
Frail.
Rice.
Duty Lemon*, Orange*, Duty Cleaned lie, Padliànana■* and Plantain* du \c |> 1b.
20 fc>c ad ralAt mom h Rice i> Ά
7j
4c, and Shelled do. 6c è>
lb. Xutê au4l bat» λ 2c Portland distilled .53 (α 55c
4> lb, Currant*, Fig*,
Salerai·»·
Plum*, Ρ nine* and liai· Saleratue |> îb
6j@ 7c
1Λ

II. 11.

in

IVbiw Awuriem Β Alt Union. If. T. CUf.
I very cheerful]y add my testimony to
that of anmeroai (Hnuli to the great value of Mr*.
8. A Alton · World'· Hair Heeurer and Eylobalaa-

Wfllwa

DR. nCOHES'

RAILROAD.

after Monday, Mav 6, 1862,
|jl 'jWUjMBp On and
will leave Portland for Lewiston
and tarmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A.M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.4ft Α. M.
Freight traius daily between Portland and Lewiston.

and

usually kept

"t irtvwvoftvj.
CowftWvftg
BUCkbee

Rrr c. A
Λ-ùtant

tw~ state Agent for DAVIS & KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
eodiwtoctl

STAGE CONNECTION·.

public generally, that during the temporary
compulsory suspension of his business lie
furnished this well-kuowu house anew, and
uow better thau ever
prepared to «ait upon his cus-

lÂÏLlOi

β,η*

by

And all other article*
Paint establishment.

0UM1CER ARRANGEMENT.

REFER TO

Onian·#8 37r«.8 50
V bbl
1 3<Κα 1 33
*> bush
l'ai·!··

ANDROSCOGGIN

DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

Ossipee. Newfleld, Parsonafield, Effingham,I reedom,
Madison, Eaton, Limington, Cornish. Porter, kc.
nov 13
ALLX'lt BAILEY, Jr., Sup't.

few well known gentlemen and physicians who
have tried the Wine
Geu. Wiitfield Scott.l'SA. Dr. Wilson. 11th st., NY.
Gov Morgan, N Y .State. Dr Ward. Newark, N.J.
Dr. .1. R.< 'hiiton.N. Y .City. Dr. Dougherty, Newark,
Dr. Parker, Ν. Y. City.
Drs.Darcyfc Nicholl.New- Dr. Marcv, New York.
ark. N.J.
j Dr. l'aist, Philadelphia.
rer-N on»» arennine without the signature of "ALFRED SI'EER, Passaic, N. J.," is over the cork of
each bottle.
ir MAKE OVE TIHAL OF THIS I VISE.
For sale bv Druggists and all first class dealers.
A. SI'EER, Proprietor.
Yinkyarp-Pa-saic. New Jersey.
Office—208 Broadwav. New York.
JOHN LA FOY. Paris,
Agent for France and Germany.

BLAfKKTONF. HOUSE,

AND

Steep

At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, flee., Htc.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for llollis, Limerick,

a

undersigned respectfully informe the
Incident to Harried and Single Ladies;
that he ha* leased the above House,
SIX ΚΕΓ AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
on Federal Street, Portland,
'id invite·
the travelling eommuiiity to call and see if
Mercurial Affijctio s; Eruption* and all Disease* of
he know» "how to keep a hotei." Clean,
the· «kin
L'lc«*r« of tho Ν ose, 1 liroat and Body; l*itnairy room?, good bed?, a well-provided t ible, atten- j pies on the Face; Swelling* of the Jointe; Nervoustive servants and moderate charge» are ihe induce- ! new; Constitutional and other Weak new** in
youth,

41® 4? I Hit y On M'hite L<ad dry
2 tv 2]
or f/round in oil and Hed
Sav au villa, li® 2
Lead 92 40 *> 100 lbs,
δ
4#fi
Hypernic
Lithargr 2Jc, Oxide oj
Zinc 2{c φ> th. I*ru**ian
Logwood,
( ainpeachy
2 (a24
Wue, I trati/ion. Chrome
2
St. Oomingo
Yellow, Venetiam Jte<[26,
Extract Logwood.12{ ο 14
Sjtanifth Jtroicn dry 20,
in oil 3o \)c atl ral., YelNie
Wood
(®
"
low and other Ochre* 50c
IVacb
3}(α 4i
"
100 lb«, Pari* H'hite
Red
3M 3}
"
«
2
dru 60c, in oil 9150,
Sapan
Ouercitron Bark..
Whiting 50c |> lOO lbs.
2J
3* a 0 P'tPd Lead, in oil.91(Va 10
lied Sander»
Lewis Lead,
M
l>ucU.
lf'faio]
ad
ral.
Boston L« ad, 14
30
Duty
Pc
·}&
French Zinc, "
Havens
45c,®
AmiT. Zinc, 41
8 «Si
Portland, No. 3. 90®
44

kc., kc.

imparting

WE

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,

Baldwin,

Fryeburg,

Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it
contains no mftture of spirits or other liquors, and is
admired for its rick, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
a healthy tone to the
pro»>ertics,
digestive
organs, Mi»d a blooming, soft and healthy skin and

II.·,,..,.,!

44

Falls,

SPEER'S WINE

complexion.

APOTHECARIES' nr.ASS WAKE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fc.

2.00 and 5.15 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out, and the 9.15 A.M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stages connectât Saccarappa dailv for South Windham, Windham l'entre and (ireat Kails.
At (jorham, for West G or ham, Standish,

Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is pure,
from the juice of the Portugal Sambuci grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by cnemists and
physicians possessing medical properties superior
to any other win«>s in use. and an excellent article for
all weak and débilita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benefitting ladies
and children.
A LADIES' WINE,

HOTELS.

^iloO

AND FANCY GOODS.

On and after Monday, November 10,
leave as follows, until farther

Sac»» River for Portland at 6.36 and 9.15 A.M. and
8.3» P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M., and

the system, being entirely a pure wine of a most valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,
It imparts a healthy action of the Glands, Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very beueticial in Dropsy,Gout
and Rheumatic Affections.

to accommodation,—which iucludes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and return tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
back. £186.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan & Co.. Montreal,or to
J. L. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
dtf
June 23, 1862.

or

ENGLISH, FRENCH AM AÏIRICAJ PERF11IRT,

orders

the

and Hnftfsr
\) (jal.,
Olire 23c.
Salad 50c,
Pafm, Seal and Cocoanut 10c i> gai.
Portland Kerosene
Illuminât *g Oil. 70 @75c
Machiue
80 '® 82
Clarine
Sperm Winter.. 2 08(5210
Whale, réf. Wlnt 08
do.
Crade.dO ,α.92
Grand Bank and
Bay chaleur. 926 <a29
•Shore
24 g36
Linseed
91 32 a 135
Boiled
136 a 140
Lard Oil
1 05(al 10
Olive Oil
1 75^1 80
Castor Oil
2 06 «2 10
Ν «at s toot Oil.. .1050.112

Camwood
Fustic, Cuba.

Navy,
"

use

celebrated in Europe for its medicinal and beneficial
qualities as a g'îutle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and
Sudorific, highly esteemed by emiuent physicians,
used in European and American Hospitals,' and by
some of the hrst families in Europe and America.
AS A TONIC
It as no equal, causing an appetite and building up

Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Class, £85. r irst Class, £77 to £92—according

he hold·» out to those whose business
call them to the "Forest City."

WINTER A Κ RANGEMENT.

«r«|iy^^^traius will

to

ment*

York & Cumberland Railroad.

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

wuuman

ZYLOBAL8AMUM ?

MIDDLE STS.t

AND
DKALEK IK

:

ON Ε of the following first-class, powerful Steam, rs: HIBERNIAN, NORTH
AMERK AX, NORWBGIAN. JURA,
(BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON. ΝΟΥ'A SCOTIA Ν—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per («rand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

ure

AND
JUNCTION OF

and Thoinaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.
Β H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
novl8
Augusta, Nov. 15, 1862.

Hail Line.

(ELIVI

HAIR RESTORER

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

MONTREAL·

Third

WORLD'S

Stages leave Bath daily at 3.00 P. M., for Wiscascet, Damariscotta, Waldoboro', Warren, Rockland

OCEAX STEAMSHIP CO'S

morning.
Passage

^1

any^iswUÉ in

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M.,
connecting with the Androscoggin trains at BrunsLewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and Far-

wick for

toi lows:
Ικ-ave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P.M., and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock, P. M.
These vessels are fitted up with tine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage S5.00, including Fare and State
Booms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eaetport and St,
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
etc'amers ax early as 3 P. M., on the day that t hep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMfcKY k FOX, Brown s Whfcrf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL * CO., No. 80 West Street,
New York.
dtf
Dec. 6.18 »2.

■

.....

Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston, at 10.45 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad l'or Le wist on, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

run as

Weekly

THERE

03'IS

lows :

'CHESAPEAKE." Cftpt. Willett,
Captain
^and "PARKERSBURli,"
Hoffman, will, until further notice,

..

r,d

Persons and Invalids ι

Farmington.

14

lt>
4 « 6c
Alum
&' gj 6,
Aloe*
Arrow Root....
17 ί«·40
28 uHo
Borax
Brimntone (rol))...4j(e 6
lti-( arb. Soda
6} ®6J
β ια. 6J
Sulphur
Sal Soda
3$·® 4
< arnphor
14ftλ-1 50
35 «£55
Cream Tartar
Logwood ex
12J,a 14
28 &S6
Magnesia
tiue
Indigo, M'la,
·9Η® 2
Madder
.17c®18
:
£9 a9j
Opium
Rhubarb
200® 225
87 (0.96
Alcohol
1 10 ®T 25
Fluid
290
(ft
Camphene
11 Γα 23
Saltpetre
Vitriol
12 (®
Dvewood»·
Dut μ: Free.
Iiarwood
2J@
Brazil Wood
13

I

Femaleβ, Weakly

L

O0Biid a fier Wednesday, Nov. 19th,
1862, passenger trains will leave as fol-

PHYSICIANS' USK.

FOR

Ϋ,

H A

,

-yv:

line.

and

II

Of* Choice Oporto Grape,

Portland and New York Steamers.

The

II.

MEDICAL.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

STEAMBOATS.
SEMI-WEKKLY

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

WI*E.

ΚΛΗΒΙΤΟΙ

Rw.Slgj

Engl

Barrel, f* lb
lOltglOJ
13JC\ftl4'Kegs, 4> lb
lOJftllc
I «rut her·
32 (ft35
Duty 30 fc>c ad val.
New York, light. .28 (ft 30c
Ihittj 4c k> lb.
do. ltd. wU.. .30 rg,81
H>.. .11 @12
Vermout
30 α31
lO^all do. heavy
Country
do. slaughter. .82 a34
(-•«(—(Retail.)
Dutu : From lir. Provinc- Amor. < altskin*. .75 <ft85
Hi- SI'ter Wax I>ath 1» (g 20
es free, other foreign
Lend·
tummous ?1 10, allothton.
Duty Pig 1 lc ψ lb.
er kinds 60c
Cumberl'd 4> ton310$all Am. rig i> 100ib.*9J:g} 9}
Whit cash
10,ft
Foreign Pig
9l{g; 9|
Sheet and l'ipe.. 102(ftl0f
10ft
Lehigh
hiinr.
Franklin
l<>ft
Dntu 10 J>c ad val.
Coffee·
Kockland, cask 68 @75c
Dut 11: 5c Û> lb.
I «umber —From yard.
35 ®88c
.Java 4> lb
3·) ft31 .ClearPine,No. l.£38 (ft
St. Domingo
do.
32 ft 33
No. 2 34 !
Rio

SPEEIt'S

3^<a

j
|

RAILROADS.

MEDICAL.

jlndia

4Mb.
Mould ψ ft
Sperm
CherMe·

hereby

notified that the Annnal
Mooting for the choice of Director?, and the
transaction ofanv other busi nous legally before
them, will be hr»ld at tin* office of the Company, in
Gorham. on fFerfnesftaft, the 21 st day of
January
next, at 10 o'clock A. M.
A meeting of the Directors will be held on Tuesday, Jan. «Μι. at 1 o'clock IV M
JOHN A. WATEKMAN,
are

MAIIKEfS.

THE

of any-

virtues unknown
possessing
else of the kind, and

proviug

thing

effectual after all others have ftdlea,
ia designed for both married and ginale UtAies, and is the very beet thin*
kuown for the purpose, as it win
brine on Xhe monthly sickness in cases
of obstruction·, from any cause, aud
afler all other remedies of the kind
have been tried in vain.
OVKK aooo BOTTLES have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any ease.
Ejr-It is put up ia bottle· οι three
different strengths, with fell directions for using, and sent by exatf^s,
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
PRjres-TxtU strength. flO; half strength, 96;

iThis

quarter strength, 98 per bottle
%gT RE Μ EMBER—This medicine is designed expressly /tor obstinate cases, which all other remedies
qf the kind hare/tsiled to cure ; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the price

still be refunded.
None re na/IE WARE OF IMI TA TIOXS
ine and warranted, unies* purchased directly ttf Dr.
M. at his Remedial institute /or Special Diseases,
No. 28 I* η ion street. Providence. R. I.
t fr* I his SnecutUm embrace· nil dfeeas·· of a prient t nature, Doth of MEÏ and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty yean' practice,
fivinir them his whole attention.
fyCou saltations bv letter or otnerwis" are strictIff c>m4drnHat,nnd medicine· will be teat by exprees,
secure from observation, to all parts of the Lnited
State». Also accommodations for ladles from abroad
wishing for a secure and auiet rktrlat, with good
care, unti! restored to heaJtn.
CALTlOîf.-lt has been estimated that over Hto
hundred thousand dollars are paid to wwiudling
quacks annually, la Kew England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it. All this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of hoaor. character and sk.ll, and who*# only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
of tkemselres. If, therefore,
assertions, in
take no man's
you would avoid being humhuggnt.
his pretensions art, but
what
matter
no
word,
will cost you nothing, aad
MAKE

praise

INQUIRY:-*

mav save you many

regrets; for,

as

advertising phy-

Is
sicians. in nine ca«es ou. of ten. are bogus, there
no safetv in trusting any of them, unless yoa know
who ami what they are.
tWT Da. M. will seed raaa. by enclosing one
Ht a in υ as above, a pamphlet on DISEASES 01 WOMEN. and on Priratc Diseases generally, giving fall
information, with the most undoubted rr/tr«ne*s and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of ANT COSFIDE SCR WHATEVER.
pyordem by mall promptly attended to. Write
aad direct to DR MATTlsoN.
your address
dec6 ly
as above.

piâsnlu,

Gray Beards, Attend!
Twenty Trmr. ,,ρ,Ηηη. and
I hare at lut ftwnd th·

exiwriment,
ΑΓΤΚΚ

coloring Hair la the world.
it. And ..ay Ibrther, that
Dye. and after trying. don not
the money on reluming M Um
For

mean

Agents

dressing

eau

be

of

I lay M boldW. and

If aay

one

but.

mr

Ilk# ft. I will wftind
bottir with one halt

its contents.
I do not wish to sell it to any rebel,

pathizer.

trui

or

rebel sym-

supplied at wholesale prices by

ad·

JOHN Μ. Τ ODD, Portland. Me.
Oct. 38d*wtf.

HOMESTEADS

FOB

$20.

MIHftorRl LAND COMPANY bare pur-

chased from the Hannibal * 8t Joaeph Kaitroad
THE
CwnanVa large tract of land in Northern Mi.-„»url.

adloinlni the iourinhing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
rinnty Ibr Ihrming and mannfhctnrinr pnrproe·,
lato lot» and Arm.
and b·»· divided their property
Th#»v are offered to subscribers In shares of fSf" each.
Information, ean be bad by calling»»
(till
with
Map*,
EDWARD SHAW,
101 Middlb Stuit, Γοβτιλιτ».
dtf

